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A  N O T E  F R O M  T H E  C O - E D I T O R S

Hello Faithful Reader! 

We hope you enjoy this packet we’ve created. We’ve included 
three of our best 2021 original stories and four of our best 2021 
reprint stories to showcase what Escape Pod has been up to in 
the latest year.

It’s no surprise that our submission pile was affected by the 
pandemic. Many amazing stories reflected what a lot of us have been 
feeling: dismay, despair, fear, anger—and rightly so. But Escape Pod 
is a magazine that tries to find the fun, the hopeful, and the joy in 
the stories we present to our audience. We took it upon ourselves 
to present a moment of escapism every week, where someone could 
listen to something other than the news and feel like things might 
turn out okay. 

This was a hard thing to promise, and even though we tried to 
present stories that had at least a sense of hope by the end, a lot of 
our stories did reflect the darker mood of the times. But those kinds 
of stories have their place as well, just like you don’t want your neigh-
bor’s car to break down like yours did, but if it does happen, you feel 
a sense of camaraderie. Things can be bad, and we can share that 
feeling. And we can share when things get better too.

In addition to bringing some light and hope to science fiction, 
in 2021 Escape Pod attempted to answer N.K. Jemisin’s question 
of “When Is Black Future Month?” with the word “October.” We 
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invited Hugo-award-winning guest editor Brent Lambert to edit 
two original and two reprint stories from Black authors to make all 
of October Black Future Month on Escape Pod. He did an amazing 
job and we were so lucky to have him.  

In 2021 we brought on author Premee Mohamed to join Ben 
Kinney in the assistant editor role. Premee’s fiction has a fun voice 
alongside deeper literary tones—also feral hogs--and we knew she 
would be a perfect addition to the team.

Escape Pod is coming up on its eighteenth year. Years ago, during 
Mur’s first tenure as editor, she was still trying to tell authors that 
yes, Escape Pod bought originals and wasn’t just a reprint market. 
She thought that our little one-free-story-a-week podcast wouldn’t 
ever be considered alongside the print or the epub magazines when 
it came to awards season. She was confident in the job she did, but 
she didn’t think Escape Pod was what the reader thought of for “best 
magazine.” 

She’s never been happier to be wrong, and to date Escape Pod 
has been a finalist for the Hugo Award four times, on the Locus 
Award long list for Best Magazine, and a finalist for the Ignyte 
Award. Mur and Divya have also twice been nominated for Best 
Editor, Short Fiction, another unexpected honor. As we get closer 
to our twentieth anniversary, we are so proud of our team and what 
we’ve been able to accomplish. 

2021 was the last full year with Divya on the crew. She has very 
much enjoyed her tenure as co-editor and will miss the work greatly. 
Being an editor of a Hugo-nominated podcast and magazine is a 
tremendous privilege and responsibility, and she couldn’t have asked 
for a better experience. We are also very happy to welcome Valerie 
Valdes as Escape Pod’s new co-editor this year.

Thank you for your consideration, and thanks to everyone in 
our audience for joining us on this journey.

Mur Lafferty, S.B. Divya, and Valerie Valdes
Co-editors, Escape Pod 



E S C A P E  P O D 
O R I G I N A L S
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M A T H E M A T I C A L  R E V E L A T I O N S
By Helen De Cruz

Escape Pod 815: “Mathematical Revelations”
Narrator: Amy H. Sturgis

Editors: Mur Lafferty and S.B. Divya
Published: December 16, 2021

This story is an Escape Pod Original

I have never had a Mathematical Revelation in my life. I am pres-
ently thirty-eight years and three months old; the first strands 
of gray have made their hesitant debut in my dark brown hair. I 
have been a Priestess for about half that time, and yet the Supreme 
Mathematician has never uttered a word to me. 

There is no shame in this, unusual as it is. I remind myself that 
the Supreme One has many ways to let us know Her intentions, 
direct Revelation being only one among many.

I am on the shore, kneeling on the fine sand; the azure combers 
with their white crests dance and dart ever closer, so I must make 
haste to trace my Sand Graphs, before they are swept away by the 
ocean.

Today I will trace: 

1. Nindangge – the Yam. An elegant stylized representation of 
the nutritious vegetable.

2. Nul Sagavagul – the Constellation. A continuous loop with 
several intricate arches and crossings that encompasses ten 
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dots for the ten stars of the Pleiades.
3. Avua – the Sea Turtle. The most complicated drawing of 

the three, consisting of an intricate series of loops and 
straight lines, 85 vertices in all, very hard to draw in one 
continuous line.

Before I can begin and meditate on the perfections of Topology, I 
must teach my student, Sumaya Nahal, the path the dead must follow 
to find the afterlife. Sumaya sits about three meters away from me, 
crouched on the sand, her thin shoulders hidden under a great mass of 
black, wavy hair. With a halting index finger, she draws Nahal.

“Careful now,” I warn her. “Your finger must never leave the 
sand before the Sand Graph is complete!” 

Her finger wavers as she completes the final loop.  
 “A bit squashed, but acceptable,” I say.
Sumaya smiles broadly at me, her dark eyes eager, as if this is 

high praise. “If I continue working like this, will I hear the Supreme 
Mathematician?”

“Mathematics is the sole means by which we can communi-
cate with the Supreme One. Our minds are sponges; Her mind is 
the ocean,” I say in the singsong voice reserved for Mathematical 
instruction.

Sumaya smiles and doodles a freestyle, simple figure, consisting 
of only loops meandering around dots in the sand.

Her finger halts.
She sits straight up, her eyes fixed upon the ocean.
Is it possible my young student has a Revelation? Now, already?
I wait patiently for her to come to herself again. 
“Priestess Kayla!” she cries in a voice that sounds not entirely 

her own, though the timbre and pitch remain unchanged, “This 
Revelation is for you! It says… Let me speak it… Kayla! This is the 
Great Mathematician speaking. I’m asking: Do you have any cool math-
ematical results, any proofs or conjectures, or anything like that?”

Unsure how to proceed, I answer, “Supreme One, Your Daughter 
is listening. I am awaiting Your Mathematical Revelation,”

Sumaya mumbles, “I’m not here to give you any Revelations! I’m 
just hoping you could tell me something. Did you discern any Patterns? 
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Did you make any Conjectures? Did you find any Proofs?” She hesitates, 
then goes on, “If you don’t, it might be that you will all die. All your 
islands will be destroyed! Think, Kayla! Anything?”

I ask the poor girl, who is almost in tears, “Why will this hap-
pen, Supreme One? Do we displease You?”

Sumaya replies, still in that faraway voice, “Damn Kayla, I can’t 
talk to you like this. How about you meet me on the Island of Listu in 
exactly 60 days from now? Let’s talk in person.”

And, just like that, the Mathematical Revelation has ended. 
Sumaya shakes her head and gets up, beating the sand from her legs. 
Whatever distressed her seems to be forgotten.

“What was that, Priestess Kayla?” she asks, her eyes all wide and 
innocent, “Was that a Mathematical Revelation?”

I reply carefully, “I think so. Enough for today. Why don’t you 
join your brothers?”

Sumaya bows a perfunctory thank-you, spins around, and runs 
towards the surf. Her brothers are already down in the lagoon, fish-
ing for shrimps.

I am alone at last. As I trace my three Sand Graphs, an obvious 
question presents itself: How can I meet the Supreme Mathematician 
in person, if She is disembodied?  

I walk by the surf and the rising tide, and the water touches my 
feet where the sand and ocean meet. I cast a glance behind me and 
witness how my Sand Graphs are already almost entirely swallowed 
up, the rolling waves erasing my careful work.

I admit to myself that I am out of my depth. Head Priestess Suala 
is older and wiser than I. Perhaps she will know. I must consult her.

The windows in the Large Meetinghouse are dimmed with bark 
cloth tapestries, adorned with various graphs and topological pat-
terns in black ink. I stand at the entrance of the central room. Head 
Priestess Suala strides in, slight of frame, her back very straight in 
spite of her age, further accented by a thick, long, gray braid. She is 
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always shorter than I can remember. She gestures at the floor for me 
to sit down. Two boys come in, carrying a large bowl of kava between 
them, staring at us with blatant curiosity.  

“Priestess Kayla—I am so glad to see you! How have you been?” 
Suala hands me one of the wooden cups and ladles in the white kava 
with a conch. I take a sip.

The cool kava pleasantly numbs my mouth and throat, rendering 
my speech somewhat thick, “Head Priestess Suala, I’ve come to ask 
you for your advice, any insights you might give, if you would be so 
willing. My student Sumaya had a Mathematical Revelation yester-
day afternoon. I have no idea what it means.” I relate the Revelation 
to her, word for word, to the best of my ability.

“Hmmph,” Suala looks at me over her cup of kava, her lined 
face pensive. “It sounds very peculiar. Something’s off. Didn’t you 
tell me once you never had a Revelation before? And then meeting 
Her—what could it mean, I wonder? Could Sumaya be playing a 
prank on you?”

I say, “Sumaya is not like that. She is a studious, serious child. 
I can’t be sure, but given the contents of the Revelation, we cannot 
take any chances. I must travel to Listu.” I hesitate, and stammer 
in embarrassment, “But I am not worthy to meet Her. You are our 
most senior Priestess, and I believe it is you who should be speaking 
to Her.”

Suala sets down her empty cup next to the large serving bowl. 
“No, I don’t think so. The Supreme One is omniscient. She didn’t 
talk to me, though I’ve had plenty of Revelations. She must have 
spoken to you for a reason.”

She gets up and claps her hands together, her face illuminated 
with insight. “Indeed, the fact She addressed you, who has never 
heard Her before, cannot be a coincidence. One thing is clear: in fif-
ty-nine days you must meet Her. Take my boat. That ancient wreck 
you’ve been using will be a watery grave for you one day, and you 
can’t take the chance. This is too important.”
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I paddle vigorously, riding Suala’s sturdy outrigger canoe on the waves. 
The blade cuts deep into the dark blue water as my upper body twists. 
The first stars have appeared low on the horizon: Nemrao, Natem, and 
the cluster of which Suatu kywer is the brightest star. I bring up the 
star compass from my memory and adjust my course, keeping Nemrao 
firmly to my left and Suatu kywer a little bit to my right.

I cannot yet see Listu in the distance, but the stars tell me I am 
going in the right direction. 

Why did the Supreme One want to meet on this island? Its 
Spirit Master is a trickster. Listu created human beings in a mood 
of mischief, after the other Spirit Masters had created the Yam, the 
Bonito, and the Frigatebird. The Supreme One could not see any use 
for these curious two-legged creatures and threatened to kill them 
all in a giant tsunami. But Listu pleaded and cajoled: “The two-leg-
gers are so much more useful than yams or frigatebirds. They will 
worship you!”

“I have no need for worship,” the Supreme One answered. “I 
am impassible, omniscient, and omnipresent. I take sufficient delight 
in seeing the flocks of frigatebirds and the shoals of bonito that the 
other Spirit Masters molded for me from the mud of the islands.”

Listu’s Spirit Master persisted: “Think about it: the two-leg-
gers are gifted with Speech and Reason! They will formulate 
Mathematical Conjectures and Proofs!”

Thus humans were allowed to exist, and they lived and they 
multiplied and became numerous, and they listened for the 
Mathematical Revelations of the Supreme One. They recorded their 
Conjectures and Proofs on barkcloth scrolls.

It’s no use. I can divert my mind only so much with myths of 
old. As my canoe approaches the black outline of the volcanic island 
against the dark blue horizon, a sense of fearful anticipation lodges 
itself firmly in my stomach. 

I pull the canoe on the beach, safely away from the tide, sit 
down and wait.

Many hours pass.
I have erred on the side of caution and have arrived far too early. 

I try not to doze off, but the pleasant night breeze and the quietness 
before dawn lulls me to sleep.
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I wake, groggy and stiff. I’ve been sitting on the beach with my arms 
clasped around my knees. 

A man approaches, a torch in his hand. 
“You are Kayla,” he says (a statement, not a question).
“Are you a messenger for the Supreme One?” I ask, suddenly 

alert. 
In the flickering torchlight I can observe him well. He is a little 

younger than me, thirty-five or so. His face looks both urgent and 
earnest, his skin darker than mine, his hair fine, black, and curly. 
The most remarkable thing about him are his clothes: they are of an 
unfamiliar fabric, clinging tight to his body in a way that no bark-
cloth does.

He stares at me too, with a gauging look. “You look more… 
detailed than I expected. You look like a real human being! Like a 
figure straight out of a Gauguin painting! Wow, we had no idea!”

“I am a human being,” I say, coolly. The man may be a messenger 
for the Supreme One, but he has not learned how to respectfully 
address a Priestess.

 “I spoke to you earlier about your predicament, about how 
you’re all going to die if we don’t do something about it,” he says.

I can no longer contain what’s on my mind. “Who are you? 
You are not the Supreme Mathematician, Whom I was supposed 
to meet. The Supreme One is not embodied, and if She were, She 
would certainly not be male.” I stretch my stiff legs out over the 
beach, and slowly rise to my feet.

“What? Oh! You think your God is female? Then I should prob-
ably come back and change the way I look! Anyways, I haven’t got 
time for that, and I’m not even supposed to be here. As a matter of 
fact, I am your creator. That’s right, I created you. Or rather, co-cre-
ated you. We’re a team of four. Allow me to introduce myself: my 
name’s Theo Madueme. We created your world, everything in it.”

He is speaking language, but he is not making any sense. We are 
now standing face to face, and I look critically at him.
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“You are telling me you are the Supreme One?” I ask, “Well, if 
you are, tell me this: Did you create Mathematics too?”

Theo Madueme seems puzzled. “What do you mean by ‘did we 
create mathematics’? Mathematics lies at the heart of our simula-
tion—your islands and ocean, I mean—so yes, we created that too.”

“No. I mean: did you forge the real numbers in their infinite 
vastness? Did you grow the Fibonacci sequence? Did you give form 
to the perfect solids? Did you craft the circle and the ratio of diam-
eter to its circumference?”

He laughs. “Oh, you mean whether we created mathematics 
itself ? Of course not.”

I eye him suspiciously. If he didn’t create the mathematical facts, he 
is definitely not the Supreme Mathematician. But he could be a demon. 
“Theo Madueme, how do I know you are not trying to trick us?”

He looks bemused. This doesn’t seem to be going the way he 
had hoped. Try harder, demon, if you want to trick an experienced 
Priestess!

“Just call me Theo. Why would I trick you? What would I get 
out of it?” he asks, his tone plaintive. “Look, the thing is this. I made 
your world. It’s called a simulation. Our project has run out of fund-
ing and we’re going to be shut down! Then, you will all die. Or rather, 
you’ll just disappear.”

“How do I know that what you are saying is true? Also, what do 
you mean by a simulation?” I probe.

In response, Theo walks closer to the surf, crouching down to 
where the sand is of the right consistency. With his right index, he 
traces Nahal, a series of intertwining loops on a simple two-by-three 
grid. The lines are smooth enough, but the figure is imperfect.

“What did I just draw?” he asks. 
“It’s Nahal, the path the dead must walk in order to reach the 

afterlife.” Obviously.
“That’s right. Now, did I actually draw the path itself ?”
“No, you drew the Sand Graph, but by doing so, you create the 

path, as you will walk it after you die.” This is standard and explained 
to every Priestess in training.

“Okay well this will do nicely for the comparison I’m about to 
make: your world is like a Sand Graph, as you call it. My colleagues 
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and I are like you here on the beach. We trace the path.”
I gaze upon his crooked work. “Why are you telling me all this?”
“I have come to speak to you because it is urgent. There’s some 

other people—not us—who want to destroy your Sand Graph.”  To 
my horror, Theo Madueme pushes his foot into the Nahal graph he 
just traced.

I gasp. “That is… sacrilege. You have to wait until the tide swal-
lows it up. How could you?”

But Theo doesn’t seem to care. He says wistfully, “This is going 
to happen to your world. The people who fund us don’t think that 
you’re producing enough results. I think our creation is beautiful and 
precious. I don’t want to lose it. That, and not losing my job. But I’m 
not quite sure if I care much about that now—the priority is really 
to keep this world in existence.”

“You say you created us. Maybe if you had created us better, we 
would have had more to offer,” I remark.

Theo further digs his foot into the defaced Sand Graph, seem-
ingly without thinking. “You owe your existence to me! I think you 
ought to show me some respect!”

“You are not the Supreme One, since you didn’t invent mathe-
matics. Maybe you’re a demon, who is trying to deceive me. I have 
no way of knowing. Or maybe you are a Spirit Master of some sort. 
If so, it’s your job to help us be better mathematicians.”

We both fall silent, the torch flickering between us. The pale 
pink light just before dawn slowly illuminates the beach and the 
waves. Theo stares out at the distant sea, his face pensive. “I didn’t 
quite realize how beautiful it is. We chose to model our simulation 
on Pacific islands societies because of the advanced math there: dis-
crete math, particularly topology, number theory. But still … this 
place is amazing.”

 “Okay, let’s assume that you are not deceiving me and what you 
are saying is right. How can I possibly help you? How can a Sand 
Graph help the Priestess?”  

Theo smiles. “Well, we need a spectacular result. Something like 
proving the Riemann hypothesis.”

I roll my eyes. “Oh, please, don’t you think every Priestess and 
lay mathematician has tried that? We’ve been at it for decades.”
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“Something else then. Something good,” he insists.  
I don’t know why I should show this man my precious bark 

cloth scrolls. He is not even an Initiate. But on the other hand, what 
if he speaks the truth? It is not strictly forbidden for him to see the 
scrolls. I make up my mind. “Well there is one thing. I have been 
tinkering on this proof for a long time—on and off. I have a lot of 
teaching duties. But it’s pretty much done. I can show you at home.”

Theo seems relieved. “Please, yes, I’d love to see it. I can come 
with you.”

I point at Suala’s outrigger canoe. “It’s a one-person vessel, but 
neither of us is heavy, there is room enough for two. Would you like 
to paddle, or shall I? I didn’t bring a spare paddle along.”

“I don’t actually need to use that. I can just disappear here, and 
then reappear at your house, if you tell me where it is,” he begins, then 
says, “Or wait. Let’s do the boat thing. I’ve always wanted to try that.” 

heo climbs into the outrigger canoe in a most cumbersome 
manner, like a child who has not yet learned to walk and swim. I 
ignore this and push the canoe into the sea, leaping in and grabbing 
the paddle. “Hold on tight,” I warn him. 

Theo gazes at the scrolls that are rolled out on my floor and across 
his lap. I offer him some coconut water, which he declines, as he 
seems eager to read on.

“It is not an easy proof. Far more complex than most of the 
proofs I have made,” I say.

He ignores me, mumbling occasionally as he reads. I stand in 
the corner of the large sitting room and look at him.

“It’s a proof of the four-color theorem,” Theo says after a long 
period of silence, “Oh yes. It’s a good one. I need to check it for errors, 
obviously. But it looks promising! There have only been incremen-
tal improvements since the Appel-Haken machine-assisted proof in 
the 1970s. I’m going to check it in more detail.”
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As Theo continues to read over the proof in a slow, painstaking 
way, I roast a large bonito I caught yesterday. I am famished: my 
head hurts, and my stomach pangs. 

In fact, my headache is so bad, it seems the world pulsates as I 
gaze out of the window. 

The blue of the sky spreads all over the beach. 
Theo cries out suddenly, “Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. No! Not now! We’re 

so close now. Damn, it must be Sarah—what the fuck is she doing? 
Is she resetting the simulation? Oh, I need to get the fuck back!”

I spin around, leaving the fish on the grill.  
“You’re being shut down,” he says, staring in panic at me. “You’re 

being shut down at this very moment! I need to go! Wait no. I need 
to take some pictures of your work, before it’s gone.”

He holds a small, square device away from his face and presses 
it a few times. Outside, the sea and sand have merged into a single 
blue haze. 

I am all alone. 
It is dark.
I try to move but I am unable to. It’s not just that I can’t see my 

hands. I don’t seem to have any hands. And yet, I am still there.
I wait in the stillness and darkness. It is hard to know how long 

as there is nothing to measure time by. 
Is this it? 
If this is death, how can I walk Nahal and find my way to the 

afterlife? I have no feet to walk with! I cannot even trace the figure, 
as I have no fingers to probe through the sand. I try my best to imag-
ine Nahal, but it seems my mind has gone blank. 

Oh, Supreme One, this is dreadful. Whatever I did, I do not 
deserve this! 

A voice in the dark calls out “Kayla? Kayla, can you hear me? 
Are you there?”
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“Theo?” I venture. I can speak though I don’t seem to have a 
mouth. My voice sounds dampened and flat. 

“I’m sorry, Kayla. I’m pretty sure your proof works, but I was 
too late.”

“What do you mean, too late?”
“It’s all gone, Kayla,” Theo says, also sounding flat. “I could only 

save you, everything else is gone. I’m really sorry.”
Silence. 
“You left it too late,” I remark.  
“What do you mean?” he asks.
“Well, you waited for a whole sixty days to meet me on Listu 

island. Could you not have come sooner?”
“Not really. Time goes a lot faster in your world than in ours. 

For me, it was a matter of hours, first trying to contact you through 
another sim, then coding a visual representation of me into your 
world. That was two whole months in your world. I couldn’t reach 
you otherwise.”

“So, now what? You can’t leave me like this!” I shout in the eerie 
stillness. 

“I know. If I left you here, you’d go insane. You sims are social 
creatures, like us.”

“What, then, Theo? What’s the plan? I disappear too?”
“Maybe for a little while. The plan is to bring you all back. I 

need to appeal the decision to stop our funding, and I need to show 
them your proof. That takes time—months, centuries for you.”

A small steady light with no apparent source is lit. We are in 
a large, partially obscure room with high walls filled with scrolls. 
Theo sits in a large wicker chair near one of the walls. He reaches 
and takes out one of the many scrolls, and says, “Euclid’s Elements, 
the basics of Greek geometry. Y’all are way beyond this, already.” He 
takes a second one, and hands it to me. “This is the Nine Chapters 
on the Mathematical Arts, a Chinese classic from the Han Dynasty.”

I am so relieved to have a body again. I grab the scroll, pleased at 
the white bark-like stiff fabric of the book against my brown hand. 
I open it and examine the simultaneous linear equations across the 
page. 
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“This looks very interesting. If you have all of this, why not 
just give it to us? Why tease us with these piecemeal Mathematical 
Revelations?” I ask.

“Our aim was to create sims—people like you—equip them 
only with the minimum of technology, and incentivize them to 
do mathematics, see what they can do. We were wondering: do we 
need to give the sims vast libraries of mathematics”—he gestures 
around the dimly-lit room—“or does it all become baggage at some 
point, and are you better off from scratch? Take, for instance, your 
four-color theorem proof. In hindsight, it was so obvious, and yet no 
human being had come up with it.”

“Perhaps,” I muse, “or maybe you, like us, are instruments of the 
Supreme One, in Her service to create the most beautiful Theorems 
and Proofs. Maybe She used you to create us, like the Spirit Masters 
on their Islands created the Bonito, the Yam, and human beings.” 

“It might be. If that thought gives you comfort.”
I look through the Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Arts, 

“Not comfort—it’s plausible. Say, if you do manage to start us up 
again, could you give us these books? It’s not fair to keep them from 
us. We will be much better servants of the Supreme One when we 
have these.” 

“I will, I promise. Okay, I’m going to try to get this done asap. 
I’m not going to leave you behind like this, so...” he says, almost ten-
derly, “Just you sleep quietly now. You will all be back. I’m sure of it.”

I never told anyone, not even Suala, about Theo Madueme’s visit, let 
alone about the shutdown of our entire world. 

I debated it within myself, but I thought better of it. At 
best, people would think I am out of my mind. At worst, this 
Revelation would make their faith in the Supreme One waver. A 
little mathematical instruction can be a dangerous thing for the 
Uninitiated.  
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Nobody but me seems to have noticed the discontinuity. 
Nobody questioned the sudden appearance of library long-

houses chock full of scrolls with Mathematical treatises. It was as if 
they had always been there. But I know for a fact they haven’t. 

Pretty soon we will know a great many things that we have 
struggled with for decades. How small we can make the gap between 
one prime number and the next, and if we can get it down to two. 
Whether there are infinitely many Mersenne primes and their cor-
responding perfect numbers. Whether there are any quasi-perfect 
numbers. Whether there are odd perfect numbers. 

I am a deficient Priestess. Something in my makeup prevents 
me from hearing the Mathematical Revelations. And yet, I have had 
the most profound Revelation of all. 

Today I am teaching my most talented student. I am 63 years, 11 
months and three days old. My student Maya is a bit older than the 
average Initiate. She already has two children. Two boys. I am teaching 
her how to draw Nauru, one of the most advanced Sand Graphs, an 
intricate abstract pattern of 193 vertices. She has just completed it, 
and it looks beautiful, flawless, the perfection of a single continuous 
line, the loops and vertices regular and clean. She smiles at me, confi-
dent. She has done an excellent job and she knows it.

“This is as true to the mathematical Forms as you can get,” I say. 
“You know I don’t give idle praise. It is rare for me to be tutoring an 
Initiate who truly has the potential to become Head Priestess.”

“Head Priestess Kayla, I am glad you say that,” Maya says, as 
we sit on the sand, watching white foamy waves approach our work. 
“But I’m not sure I am Head Priestess material.”

“Oh? Why not?”
“I have to admit something. I’ve never heard the voice of the 

Supreme One. Never ever. How can I even become a Priestess, 
let alone Head Priestess, without having had any Mathematical 
Revelations?”

I smile. I see Maya’s boys play with a ball near the surf, throwing 
it back and forth, waiting for their mother to complete her lesson.

“I will let you in on a little secret. I don’t think the Supreme 
One talks to us through these Revelations. It’s too much to get into 
right now, but trust me, those Revelations are not what they seem. I 
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think She speaks to us in different ways.”
“How then?” Maya asks, signing to her boys that she is not yet 

done. “How do I know the Supreme One addresses me?”
“Well you can feel it when you perceive the deep and profound 

beauty of mathematical structure. Think about the most beautiful 
mathematical structures, and how they make you feel.”

She ponders this. “So many choices. Anything in topology, 
probably. Your proof of the four-color theorem is quite neat.”

I raise my hand. “No need to flatter me, Maya. You know I am 
immune to flattery!” I say. “My proof is just one among many of the 
Supreme One’s existence. The feeling we have—the shivers down 
our spines as we contemplate a beautiful, wondrous proof like that, 
the deep structures we discern, that is the greatest proof of Her exis-
tence. That is the true Mathematical revelation.”

Maya waves at her children, beckoning them to come. The big-
ger boy throws the ball at her, and she catches it easily.

Host Commentary 
By S.B. Divya

Helen has this to say about it: “This story came from some thoughts 
I had in the philosophy of religion. First, what would simulated 
agents think of their simulators? Would they think those simulators 
are gods? Then there is the idea of absolute creation, as we see it in 
e.g., Descartes and Al-Ash’ari, that God is not only responsible for 
the creation of the universe, but also for logical possibilities, and 
even for mathematical truths. Finally, I was thinking of religious 
experience and what it means to be a person of faith in the absence 
of the typical mystical (direct) experiences of God, and it was fun to 
create a protagonist who is in that situation.”

I think Helen did an excellent job exploring their thoughts on 
these weighty questions. This is their first professional fiction sale, 
and I hope to see many more stories from them.
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I found the subject matter of this story quite fascinating, too. 
Researchers in artificial intelligence and robotics are having a lot 
of discussions right now about the concept of embodiment–that is, 
whether an entity needs to have a physical presence to become truly 
conscious–especially because simulated intelligences are becoming 
increasingly popular.

People are developing robot skills by first running a mock-up 
the robot through a virtual world of obstacles using models of real-
life physics. Others are making use of A.I. software to assist them 
with everything from the discovery of exoplanets to intricate mathe-
matical proofs. Putting the two concepts together, as this story does, 
is not as much of a stretch as you might think.

What then do we owe these software creations? And how will 
we establish when they’re similar enough to us that we should have 
compassion for them? The final line of the story–that the children 
are able to throw and catch a ball with ease–is a subtle answer to 
these questions. Real-world actions like playing catch, that you and 
I might take for granted, are incredibly complex when it comes 
to what happens in our brains and bodies. Modeling this kind of 
behavior and then being able to take the same underlying model and 
applying to sand drawings or mathematics–well, then you have the 
holy grail of A.I. right now, which is generalized intelligence. If and 
when we figure out how to build that, we might as well consider that 
we have a responsibility approaching that of the gods.

And our closing quotation this week is from mathematician 
Geordie Williamson, who said, “Intuition can take us a long way, but 
AI can help us find connections the human mind might not always 
easily spot.”

Author Bio:

Helen De Cruz is a philosophy professor, holder of the Danforth 
Chair in the Humanities at Saint Louis University. In their spare 
time, they play the Renaissance lute, write fiction, and draw and 
paint.
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Amy H. Sturgis holds a Ph.D. in Intellectual History and special-
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Pocus Comics, and faculty at Lenoir-Rhyne University and Signum 
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This story is an Escape Pod Original

[Draft] (no subject) - 2:23 AM

My dearest Tasha, Moon bug, favorite sister…

How are you? I know it’s been a minute. I’m sure you’ve been busy. 
Probably doing all sorts of smart, lawyer things I don’t understand — 
litigating and adjourning. Protecting people. Being good. I believe in 
you, always have. You are the better sister. Things in Accra are good, 
by the way. I’m finishing my PhD, finally. I’ve made friends. It would 
be better, of course, if you were here. 

I know you are still alive.
I am haunted by the fact that I am fine and you might not be. 

You are the last face I see before I fall asleep, the first person I imag-
ine when I lie in a half-dream state where we still share a room, twin 
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beds on opposite sides, separated by a few feet and the sticky, glow-
ing stars we plastered across the ceiling. I think of those girls and I 
envy them for being able to fight and scratch and pull at each other’s 
hair and hug and scream as if they would not one day be separated 
by an ocean.

Wait for me. I am coming.
I’m not sure how much you know or what they’re telling you, 

and I have no idea what life looks like for you right now. No one 
has heard anything from anyone in almost half a decade. Nothing. 
The borders are clamped shut and it’s been declared a no-fly zone. 
Anyone who gets too close — air, land, sea — gets gunned down. 
Trust me, I’ve looked for ways. Many of us with people there have 
looked for ways. So if you see this email and not the others, just 
know I never stopped trying to reach you. Texts, letters, whispers to 
the wind, messages in bottles, shouting into storms; I have tried it 
all. And if you see this email and not the others, I want you to know 
— I found the way to get you out. I found it years ago, I just couldn’t 
say anything until I had more proof: It’s fiber optic cables. 

Don’t laugh. I haven’t forgotten how you used to make fun of 
me for loving a Wrinkle in Time so hard that I spent every after-
noon for a year trying to create a tesseract and compose my own 
dimensions. I thought if I ran fast enough, I could explode into 
light and cross the universe. Joke’s on you, because that’s how this 
nerd is going to save you. All it takes is matter to photons; two 
sisters to light.

So the cables. They’re glass tubes just the width of a hair that run 
beneath the ground all over the world, conducting pulses of light. In 
oversimplified terms, that’s one of the ways the internet works. Did 
you know that? When we used to Zoom our cousins in London, 
our images turned to radio signals that became binary flashes that 
blinked through subaquatic cables to get to them. Everyone thinks 
the internet is all clouds and satellites and magic when most of the 
time, it’s light beneath our feet. It’s….fucking elegance, it’s poetry. 
Even if you can no longer access the internet, even if they’ve knocked 
out all the ISP’s, they wouldn’t cut the cables. There are too many of 
them. We were once too well connected. There were ley lines explod-
ing beneath us, even if we couldn’t feel it.
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When two years had passed since I heard from you and it came 
time to propose my thesis, I thought: If we could send images of 
ourselves to our cousins through glass cables under the sea, why not 
something more? Why devote my life to physics if not to save you?

I mentioned the idea to a fellow physicist at the Imperial College 
and he laughed. Said no one would fund that kind of work out of an 
African university, that I could not compete with schools with the 
best equipment and best minds. What a small world to live in, to say 
something like that when I know for certain the best minds are here. 

My proposal didn’t feel like a leap — converting energy to mat-
ter is elementary physics at this point, and though matter to energy 
is harder, the theories have existed for almost a century. All I had to 
do was stand on the shoulders of Breit, Wheeler, Oluseyi, Jackson 
— and find the funding.

Try as I might to stay humble, your sister is, as you know, bril-
liant and savvy…when I proposed my thesis, I proposed a conversion 
of matter to energy that could reconcile quantum mechanics and 
relativity. See, these used to be fundamentally incompatible fields, 
both with their own ideas of how the universe works. At one point 
the gulf between them was as wide as the one between you and 
me, but physics has been getting closer and closer to bridging them. 
My work nestles them together, exacting the point that reconciles 
the grand sweep of relativity with the foggy probability of quan-
tum mechanics: the behavior of light. Boring, boring, boring, you 
think (it’s not), but here is an important part: Drawing on two fields 
means drawing on two pools of funding.

Oh Tasha, I try not to be someone motivated by spite, but when 
the board accepted the proposal and the grant funding started to roll 
in? It felt so, so sweet. 

We started our work a year ago.
I think the last time I saw you was on our parents’ porch. I was 

taking in the Virginia air I had missed so much up in Michigan, 
thick with cicada chatter and day-end mugginess. You were sipping 
wine and looking guilty for laughing because we had just put mom 
and dad to rest the day before. I was trying hard to make you laugh. 
You wore a powder blue sweater and I wanted it because it was yours 
and told you I would steal it when you weren’t looking. Do you 
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remember that? You took it off and handed it to me without a fight. 
That’s how I knew you were grieving. 

I’m wearing the sweater now, by the way. Was that really the 
last time?

I can’t wait until you’re here, Tasha, you’re going to love it. My 
skin has never been better. I look in the mirror and I don’t know who 
I am, all lush and plump and lit up from the inside with year-round 
sun and humidity. It’s not perfect, and I’m still a foreigner in so many 
ways. But I walk through the store and no one follows me. I sit on 
the bus and no one tucks their purse farther under their arm. I didn’t 
realize how hardened I’d become to those little nicks. It’s like I came 
out this side of the Atlantic dripping in salt water, stinging with the 
hurt of it all but primed to heal. Dizzy with levity.

Shh. You know I be on my hotep bullshit sometimes.
I hate that I get this and you don’t. 
I...fuck, Tasha. I miss you so fucking much. I’m scared for you.
Why didn’t you get a passport when I told you? There was plenty 

of room in the Homecoming Project. I know you weren’t ready to 
give up your citizenship, that we didn’t believe something like this 
could happen in our lifetime, even given our country’s bloody his-
tory. I don’t think you cared about that, though. I think you wanted 
to stay and make it better, to the very end. Even if it cost you your--

No. You’re still alive. And I’m close, Tasha, I’m so close. Today 
we transmitted a screw from one end of a cable to the other, can you 
believe it? It’s just a matter of time before my lab gets to organic 
matter and I can get to you. I’m sorry I didn’t say anything sooner, 
because until it happened, it was just wishful thinking and theories 
and you know how I latch onto ideas and get way too excited and 
who gets excited about fiber optic cables? 

If you’re reading this, I hope you’re laughing. I hope you still 
laugh.

Tasha, when I figure this out, I will become light and flash 
through the cables to find you, and when I do, you will become light, 
too, and I’ll bring you back with me. For an infinitesimal fraction of 
time, we’ll both be bright lights flying beneath the ocean. Maybe our 
stolen foremothers who were cast overboard are down there. Maybe 
we can break free and soar with them and they will shimmer in our 
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radiance, all of us together just flying and flying and flying. I’d like 
to think they’re singing to us, stirring up the waves and frothy salt 
water that reaches my feet when I stand in the sea and look to you.

Moon bug, I’m so sorry, but I can’t send this email. I need to 
keep it to myself for now. I haven’t told anyone what I plan to do 
with this work, and there’s too much risk of that being compro-
mised. But I’m putting the energy out there. I will stand at what was 
once the point of no return for our great great greats and blow a kiss 
across the waves with my promise to you: I won’t rest until you’re safe 
home with me.

Have hope. I am coming.

Host Commentary by Brent C. Lambert

Anjali Patel has this to say about the story: “Earlier this year as I 
was preparing to interview for a new software engineering position, 
I realized I knew very little about how the internet works on a phys-
ical level. I fell down a rabbit hole reading about fiber optic cables 
and the network they form beneath the ocean. There was just some-
thing so poetic about us communicating through an underwater 
highway of flashing lights — I knew I had to explore it in a story. I 
had also been feeling ever-increasing dread over living in the US as 
a Black person. I am currently tethered by several things that would 
be difficult to move without significant planning (a job, my dog, the 
collection of books I’ve been toting around since childhood), but 
more than anything I am frozen in place by the guilt over who I 
would have to leave behind.”

This story resonated for me as someone who lives relatively far 
away from their family. It made me think about the costs of that dis-
tance even while knowing it was the best decision for me. And the 
search for reunion by any means necessary feels like something that 
exists at the core of the global Black experience.
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There are so many of us who have had to separate ourselves; 
physically, spiritually, and emotionally for our greater good. But 
choosing the greater good doesn’t mean you don’t leave good things 
behind in the process. And there is the persistent fact that you just 
don’t know if your loved ones are fine in any given moment. There is 
a world of difference between living a few minutes away from your 
parents versus having a continent or ocean’s worth of space between 
you.

That distance produces a sort of helplessness which I think this 
story really does a great job of exploring. For those of us who do not 
live close to our loved ones, I would imagine that we all fantasize 
about ways to bring those loved ones to us. Or for us to get to them 
without having to sacrifice any part of our new lives. It’s a chronic 
case of wanting it all, but who can blame us?

Love shouldn’t have to be contained by borders.
And our closing quotation this week is from Katherine Johnson, 

who said “Everything is physics and math.”
Thanks for joining us, and please continue to actively seek out 

and support Black Science Fiction!

Author bio

Anjali is a Black and South Asian computer whisperer and specu-
lative fiction writer. She writes to explore queerness, agency, ances-
tral severance, convoluted mythologies of her own devising, and the 
stars. She lives with a grizzled dog who offered to teach her magic 
in exchange for free New York City rent. Find her at anjali.fyi or on 
Twitter @anjapatel.

Narrator bio
Khaalidah Muhammad-Ali lives and works in Houston as an 

oncology nurse. She is married and the mother to three brilliant 
artistic children. She writes because she loves to, and also because 
she has a story (or two, or three…) to tell.
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The tent billowed in the hot, humid wind, and Harriet thought if the 
canvas made that gun-crack noise near her head one more time she’d go 
mad—simply abandon her project and flee screaming into the meadow. 

She took a deep breath, ignoring the hovering cameras that 
hummed in her peripheral vision. They’d make something of that in 
final production, she thought gloomily. That sigh. The plucky lass from 
Berwick-upon-Tweed, a clear shoo-in during the first three episodes, has 
done very poorly indeed today, and seems to be feeling the pressure... Well, 
and it would have to be ‘plucky,’ wouldn’t it? Harriet was sure the 
judges had an approved list of adjectives in their scripts. Some con-
testants were brilliant. Some were confident. Some... 

Another gust of hot air roared in like the furious breath of a 
dragon. Her palladium microtorus setup spun on its little mirrored 
platform, reflecting glimpses of her startled gaze, her hair frizzed 
in the humidity. A skiff of pollen had dirtied the molecule-thick 
coating. Keeping her face still, she got out the nanofiber brush and 
cleaned the surface again.
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It had all begun so well. Or at least it probably looked that way 
to viewers. Were episodes being aired already? Harriet didn’t know. 
But two weeks ago, her synthetic prions had gone about the place 
(well, the slide) like proper gangsters, knocking the other proteins 
aside and neatly recruiting only the ones they were meant to. Last 
week, only four contestants had managed to produce the correct 
crystal matrix in the final experiment—and hers had been the tall-
est of all, rising high and green as envy above their stations, nearly 
touching the ceiling.

The judges and hosts had complimented her, even clapped. 
Except Abiatha, the sour old cow. She never smiled. Famous for it, 
of course, glowering under that sharp gray bob like something nasty 
under a rock, but the theatrical necessity of the persona didn’t soothe 
the sting. Every time Harriet looked at her, she had a flashback to 
the first few months in grad school.  

Not that anyone had said anything out loud, oh no. Her super-
visor hadn’t said ‘We don’t want you here.’ Her family hadn’t said 
‘I shouldn’t bother if I were you, what’s wrong with working at the 
bank like Mum.’ Her schoolfriends hadn’t said ‘Aren’t we getting 
ideas a little above our station darling.’ But they’d all been think-
ing it, plain as a pikestaff, just as when she had hesitantly suggested 
trying out for the show. Not one word of support, not through the 
video she’d had to send, the phone calls, auditions, train trips, the 
pitying looks from the makeup crew... 

She briskly dashed a tear away with the back of her wrist—Go 
on, get on with it, you silly thing, don’t cry on your torus—and looked up 
as a group of shadows fell across her device.

“Oh, well isn’t this nice!” Garrett, her favorite judge, smiled 
encouragingly. “Very unique! We do like to see people putting their 
own spin on things. Can you tell us a little about what you’ve done 
here?” His eyes twinkled as if he expected to be told some wonderful 
secret. 

“Deconstructed, is it?” Abiatha said before Harriet could open 
her mouth. “That’s certainly... one angle we haven’t seen before. Why 
did you choose that?”

“No, it’s...” Harriet swallowed. It had seemed like a good idea, 
though a minute ago she’d sneaked a look at the other benches and 
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realized that everyone was doing a variation on a Hoffman-Lu 
apparatus except for her. And of course the judges had spotted it, 
and couldn’t keep quiet. “Well, at home... the low-elasticity quantum 
tunneling in the magnetic field would... “

“Well, it won’t heat up the tent, anyway,” Garrett said. “Goodness, 
isn’t it a muggy one today!”

The machine doubled, tripled in her tears. “That’s me! Always 
thinking of my fellow experimentalists!”

Abiatha sneered, but they moved on, thank goodness. The cam-
eras lingered over their shoulders, little blinks of light as the lenses 
focused at her; she couldn’t let her guard down just yet. They’d make 
good drama of that, Harriet thought: first, that she was doing some-
thing ‘unusual,’ and second, that she, not inaccurately, looked like she 
was having a panic attack. 

That would be the narrative constructed for this season: plump, 
awkward Harriet, whose hands shook when she worked, who visibly 
flinched when the judges came by, not an underdog, not someone 
you’d cheer for...

Oh, stop it. You self-pitying thing. Get on with it, no one’s looking 
over your shoulder even if you are doing something ridiculous. And it’s 
just one photon. You’re just teleporting one photon. It’s not like they asked 
for a, a, a, a grapefruit or something. 

Right. Sort out the platform. Next, fix it in place with the laser, 
move it over the accelerator path, calibrate the target. She peeled off 
the sticker on the laser’s case stating UNTESTED: DO NOT USE 
OUTSIDE OF HIGH-SECURITY SETTINGS and dropped it into 
the bin. Next, and quickly, before she could change her mind: get the 
torus up to the calculated rotation, field on, shielding placed, laser 
activated, probabilities collapsing. 

This was always the worst part: she backed away to the extent 
of her reach and gingerly, with a pen, pressed the INITIATE 
PROGRAM button. Bits of debris—plastic, wire, tiny shreds of 
platinum and silver and palladium, scraps of snipped carbon fiber—
drifted sluggishly across the white tiles of her workbench. 

Harriet refused to allow herself a moment of relief. So what if it 
had gone right for now? She’d already mucked up the first of today’s 
experiments. The easiest one, she reminded herself angrily, the one 
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everybody was supposed to ace, that bucked you up for the rest of 
the day, like a stiff drink before a speech. 

Its remnants had melted, then spectacularly disappeared into, 
a small but very deep hole next to the judging platform. During 
a break, she and the young man who shared the other end of her 
bench had dared each other to look. Sickeningly endless, no sign 
of a bottom. At least, she reflected, she’d stopped him before he’d 
dropped a coin down it. No thank you! 

But thanks to that humiliation, she risked being eliminated 
today. And her ‘take’ on the challenge was just raising too many 
eyebrows. To get her light to go green, to get the photon to the 
correct spot, required the manipulation of things that didn’t like 
being manipulated. In short, she had to make the probability of its 
presence 0% at her bench and 100% at the platform. In theory, her 
apparatus worked by setting up a known level of unpredictability, 
constraining, after some pushing and shoving, the photon’s path into 
one of predicted unpredictability, and eliminating all its other paths. 

A bit iffy, now that she thought about it. A bit.
Her torus ramped up, producing a small eerie noise; the lights 

in the tent flickered. Low, nervous laughter rose behind her. “Was 
that mine?” someone said. A camera wandered over at the voice, like 
a puppy ignored at a party.

Harriet turned, leaning against the cool ceramic. Despite the 
heat, she desperately wanted a cup of tea. Just to steady herself. 
Another contestant whose name she couldn’t remember, in the back 
of the tent, fetched a bottle of water from the ancient pastel-blue 
fridge, then noticed Harriet’s longing stare and gestured at her: Want 
one? 

Harriet nodded and mouthed Ta! 
The other woman smiled, and gave the frosty bamfoam bottle a 

light underhand toss. They both flinched as it disappeared into the 
microsupermassive wormhole that lunged out of nowhere to inter-
cept it. 

The owner of the wormhole gave them a look, swiveling to make 
sure they both saw it; you weren’t really supposed to let anything 
cross the waveform space above someone’s bench. Not unsports-
manlike, exactly, but poor etiquette.  
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“Sorry,” the woman called. 
Harriet walked back and got a bottle herself. “God we must 

look a mess,” she said. “Have you even seen any of the makeup lads 
today?” 

The other woman sighed, ran a wrist past the damp edge of her 
hijab. “Nobody showed up. They’ll get it in post, Garrett said.”

“I love Garrett. Isn’t that just something he’d say.”
“I only love Garrett. Garrett is the only person I love now. My 

husband will get over it.”
They chuckled, gazing at the room of silent, bustling contes-

tants, each in their show-approved lab coat of robin’s-egg blue, mint 
green, salmon pink, dove grey. Meant to associate names with faces, 
someone had explained to them before they started filming. Lord, 
had that been a month ago? It felt like forever.

“Oh, hark at her,” Harriet muttered, tipping her chin at the 
crowd favorite, whose project gleamed like the futuristic skyscrapers 
of old movies—a symphony of gleaming metal, beautifully-tooled 
edges, invisible joints. “Overdoing it a bit, do we think?”

“It’s just one photon, Zara.” 
This time their laughter was pained; Harriet hoped no cameras 

were listening in. Zara wasn’t sweaty, of course; in her lavender coat 
she looked as splendid and fresh as the larkspur fluttering outside. 
Harriet thought her list of judge-approved adjectives would include 
things like ‘flawless’ and ‘effortless.’ 

To Harriet’s further annoyance and despair, Zara was also 
twenty and tall and naturally blonde and friendly and back home 
she baked nutritious high-protein snacks for the care home down 
the street and had made the top three of every challenge and... and... 
Harriet wanted to like her, really she did, it was just that she worried 
that the effort would kill her. Or cause her to melt a hole into the 
Earth’s crust, like certain unnamed abominations. 

Well. Zara was good for ratings, anyway. Harriet sighed and 
walked back to her station, giving a bottle of water to Zara, and one 
to her benchmate, and one to the shaky, red-faced boy at the station 
behind her. 

A moment later, with a bone-rattling metallic clang, the boy 
vanished, leaving the bottle rocking forlornly on the white tiles. 
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In the silence, her ears aching as if she’d been punched, Harriet 
realized that no one else was moving. She hurried to shut off the 
boy’s device, and the ominous purple orb that had sucked him in 
disappeared in its turn. As if to prove a point, the power button fell 
off and rattled across the floor. Harriet swallowed, feeling faint; in 
earlier seasons there had been a fair deal of screaming and panick-
ing when something like this happened, but now it was so expected 
that people barely seemed to notice. It was un-British to scream and 
panic anyway, the thinking went. Undignified. They didn’t so much 
as blur out the blood, not even in the episode last year where that 
irradiated caiman had gotten loose and eaten three contestants. They 
simply edited it out. The Americans, Harriet thought, would leave 
it in. Maybe with a content warning. Anyway, all you got now was a 
snippy comment—    

“What a shoddy build,” Abiatha announced. “Well, crack on, 
survivors; that’s one less competitor!”

— yes, there it was, bang on time. And then you went on with 
the show. Stiff upper lip and all that. Actually, it was the third such 
incident, so when you counted the three whose challenges had 
slurped them into an irretrievable place, and the three sent home as 
part of the show, the field had gotten worryingly thin. Harriet did 
the math on her new odds, and hated herself for it at once. Why do 
I even bother, she thought, unable to stop herself. I’ll never win, let 
alone get to the end of it. That could be me next time! I should just back 
out. Leave it to Zara. She’s the one they want anyway.

Back at her bench, she began to dismantle her own apparatus, 
then paused, trying to steady herself. No, you really did have to have 
something, didn’t you? Sabotage was one thing, but taking it apart 
entirely, surely not. Points might be awarded for creativity or... well, 
out of pity, to be honest, or maybe they would take it easy on every-
one because of the recent shock... 

Harriet put her head down and fine-tuned her machine, 
annoyed that time seemed to be slowing down now instead of rush-
ing. The clock on the far side of the tent, which she loved and feared, 
ticked down to final judging. Repurposed from a church, perhaps, its 
great ancient face of gilt and iron really did look like a face: a harsh 
but interested observer. 
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And it was very precise. Ten minutes left. Harriet’s shoulders 
slumped. A camera floated over and she resisted a powerful urge to 
swat at it. 

“Time’s up, contestants!” shouted Garrett. But his next words 
were drowned out in a rush of icy wind, so strong it knocked people 
flat; Harriet grabbed the edge of her work station, cutting her palm 
on a chipped tile. 

Nobody screamed, and for a split second, buried in the fear, she 
felt a jolt of pride: We’re scientists, she thought. We got all our scream-
ing over with in grad school. Well, nothing to worry about; they’d had 
their fair share of disasters already. What could be so bad about— 

At last one voice rose, then others: the judges, hosts, even a piti-
ful wail from the cameras as their housings creaked under the strain. 
When it became a chorus, Harriet finally turned.

For several moments, it wasn’t even clear what she was looking 
at. At last she realized that Zara’s machine had exploded, but some-
how not entirely, the pieces clinging to each other as if with static 
electricity. As Zara hammered frantically at her control panel, the 
tear above it expanded by the second, emitting a freezing tornado 
that chilled Harriet instantly. The little burst of adrenaline she’d felt 
earlier was gone, swamped under something too big for mere chem-
icals: a void burgeoning, chewing away the roof of the tent, its car-
bon-fiber central pole, the blue sky outside, the hanging willows, the 
clouds, the atmosphere, the stars that twinkled in the distance. 

Beyond it lay not the ordinary calm darkness of space but a 
sharpness that ate the light and refracted everything into facets bro-
ken and bent along impossible angles. What had happened? But even 
as Harriet thought it, she knew the answer. Always a risk with an 
incorrectly-calibrated Hoffman-Lu. The breaking of dimensions, 
the introduction of forces meant to stay far from here. 

Zara finally lost her nerve looking up at the tear, and began to 
shriek, a long monotonous sound like a teakettle. The clock swayed 
so high from its twin struts it seemed about to flip like a coin, and 
Harriet found herself staring at it, dreamily, as if she weren’t about to 
die. Fifty-fifty chance on a coin. Heads. Tails. Easy math. 

Can I shut it down? I’m the only one whose machine won’t add to 
it... No, the odds on that weren’t good, far less than fifty percent. Her 
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torus wasn’t reaching speed anyway. Everything was still too predict-
able. The end of the world: about a hundred percent. 

The clock... wait a minute. The workings were just visi-
ble through a window in the front, shaped like a crescent moon. 
Clockwork. Gears. Gears. Quantum particles could jump energy lev-
els, straitlaced little sods though they were, but if you could force 
them between levels, if you had enough multiplication of force, they 
would try to return to their place and—

The simplest of machines. No wonder she hadn’t thought of it. 
And maybe, just maybe, she could fix this. 
A tired voice sang out in her head, fuzzy from memory: “Oh 

Harriet, don’t bother, you’ll only make it worse. Wait till your Dad 
gets home.” Couldn’t let her try, even. But all the same that day, the 
screwdriver, the shower of rust, the quiet triumph... 

“Don’t bother,” she muttered. “We’ll see about that.” Mind made 
up, she lunged for her printer, punching in shapes even as her feet 
begin to lift off the floor. Clinging to the bench with one hand and 
working the printer with the other, she quickly did the calculations 
in her head: yes, it might work, the whole realm stranger the smaller 
you got but actual rotation still in the realm of Newtonian phys-
ics. Passing its power down, doing nothing but passing. Giving it 
to where things were tiny and weird and all the rules were still not 
known.

She was nearly horizontal now, white-knuckling the tile with 
one hand and catching the little metal gears as they dropped from 
the nozzles before they could fall upwards. 

Time seemed to slow—or maybe it was slowing now, who 
knew. A cable snapped loose from Zara’s broken device and soared 
lazily past Harriet’s face, leaving a deep red cut. All the elemental 
particles of this universe, she calculated, were fleeing inexorably into 
the other. 

But it could be stopped. Maybe. Maybe. Harriet thought: Here 
is where the small and the great touch. Here is where we make. It. Work.

The gears were still so hot they burned her hand, but she clicked 
the teeth together and pushed them into place in the side of her 
own apparatus. The mirrored torus shifted, groaned, and changed, 
spitting out colors as it moved through the spectrum till finally it 
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vanished from sight. 
A moment later, the platform disappeared too, though a shim-

mering string of liquid began to drool from where it had been. It 
snaked up into the void like a silver wire. 

I can do this. I can do this. Forget the faces of those mocked me. Who 
talked down to me, who said to forget my dreams. Forget them. Don’t ask 
what Abiatha would say. It’s not the spin of the thing I made but the spin 
of the things they’re making, bless ‘em. Supposing you did this in the olden 
days. Burn you as a witch, they would.

Well. If no one else is doing any witchery today.
She pressed the button.
The statistical impossibility sealed itself with a bang, and bits of 

canvas, metal, and plastic suddenly remembered what gravity was, pat-
tering down onto everyone’s heads. Light crept back, ordinary sunlight 
from their ordinary star, hot and plain, shining across the ruined tent, 
the broken machinery, survivors huddling behind the sturdy benches. 
Camera lenses scattered the floor like drops of mercury. 

Harriet rose unsteadily and peered around. Zara had fainted. 
The great clock had been knocked off its armature, though it seemed 
miraculously intact. And even as she watched, it ticked down to the 
last minute.

“Time’s up, contestants,” Garrett croaked, holding a napkin to 
his bleeding nose. It wasn’t much of a joke, Harriet thought, but they 
all laughed anyway. 

 

Sirens spiraled in, fading and returning like the swooping flight of 
the local swallows even though it was quite a long straight road out 
to their meadow. Harriet wondered whether some aspect of reality 
had gotten permanently mucked up here—whether math had sim-
ply thrown up its hands and given up. After a day like today, she 
wouldn’t blame it. 

Everyone wandered around with bin liners, sweeping up debris 
and digging into the supply pantry for elastofilament to build travois. 
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They gently carried dozens of grounded cameras outside and piled 
them in the grass, forming a heap of dazed-looking eyes. The crew 
doled out plasters from the first-aid kit, called home, or were quietly 
sick into the flower garden out by the mill-pond. Someone’s failed 
experiment from week one, a bright-blue semi-sapient slime mold, 
came over to sniff at the rubbish; Garrett chased it off with a broom. 

At last the host and judges retreated under the judging plat-
form to mutter and pass around an unmarked flask. Harriet circled 
back to her own station and her benchmate held out a bag for the 
machine, then chuckled. “Ah, go on then.” 

“What?”
He tapped the top of her build, which was, impossibly, still run-

ning. “You’re supposed to go first anyway.” 
Harriet smiled, though it seemed to take the last of her strength. 

“Why not?” She scrolled down on the scratched touchscreen and 
pressed ‘RUN FINAL PROGRAM.’

Half-joking, they looked expectantly at the platform. Five sec-
onds ticked past, ten, twenty, thirty. “Oh well,” Harriet said. “I should 
have known it was a—”  

And her light turned green. 
One photon. Signed, sealed, and delivered. To say nothing, 

Harriet thought, mouth open, of the universe. But you didn’t get 
points for that. 

Garrett stared. Zara clutched her necklace. A few people sat 
down, hard, on the floor. 

Abiatha staggered to her feet, staring at the light, the table, back 
at the light, at the stunned Harriet, dirty and scratched and frizzy-
haired and glowing. 

“Well,” Abiatha said, and took a gulp from the flask. “Well. 
Bloody brilliant.”

Harriet smiled. Whether the series went on or not, whether 
this episode even counted or not, at least one prize had been given 
out today. Cheering and whistling, everyone abandoned the ragged 
tent and sat outside on the grass, soaking up the last of the evening 
light. 
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Host commentary 
By Tina Connolly

About this story, Premee says:
“This story is a love letter to my favourite type of reality show 

(the polite, non-competitive kind where the contestants help each 
other out) as well as the friends who suffered with me as we went 
through our undergraduate science degrees.”

And about this story I say: I completely agree! These are 100% 
my favorite types of reality shows as well, and something I enjoyed 
about this story right from the very beginning. I’ve joked with my 
friends about the sheer amount of these we’ve gone through during 
the pandemic; I mean, all the Great British Bake-Offs, for sure, but 
also The Great Pottery Throwdown, another BBC show available in 
the states, and Amy Poehler and Nick Offerman’s Making It, and 
more. This story DOES feel like a love letter to those very best of 
shows. For example, when Harriet muses that she must have some-
thing to show the judges I was immediately like oh gosh yes you 
MUST! Don’t be like Iain throwing out his baked Alaska, and put 
yourself through a Great British Bake Off-style hashtag bingate!

But it’s really enjoyable to watch the behind-the-scenes of 
Harriet, struggling with so many relatable things. I mean, I gen-
erally look at all the amazing things people make on these shows 
in awe. So it’s very easy to imagine being, like Harriet, cast as the 
“plucky” “underdog”, struggling to make the challenges go right. 
Premee Mohamed’s entire concept of the quantum physics reality 
show here is both delightfully entertaining, as well as a way to make 
a challenging field feel a wee bit more accessible to us at home. You 
know, just like you watch GBBO and think, yes, I really could make 
a 15 gazillion layer Prinsesstårta. Anyway. It does, however, make 
you wonder how the production company can ever top the excite-
ment of this extremely epic episode 4. 

And our closing quotation this week is from GBBO’s Mary 
Berry, who has helpfully pointed out many times this extremely per-
tinent advice for life and everything, “No one likes a soggy bottom.”
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When you live on a spaceship, you learn to make your own fun. 
Exploring the tunnels is some of the very best fun the October’s got. 
After school hour, me and Droller go scuttling through the darkest 
conduits you ever will find. The starboard Hab gets minimal heat, so 
our breath clouds in the light of our head torches as we crawl on our 
hands and knees.

“You hear that?” Droller whispers from a couple of meters ahead.
I do hear it, a deep, wet wheezing that sounds exactly like 

Droller trying to spook me.
“You better go ahead and check it out, Droller.”
“Naw, Kitch, it’s behind you. It smells your butt. It’s a butthunter.”
I laugh at Droller’s stupid joke, because the stupider, the fun-

nier, and she’s by far my stupidest friend.
We’re both from Aft Hab, both from the same birth lottery, and 

out of the eight babies born that season, we’re the only survivors. It 
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used to be the three of us, me and Droller, and Jamm, but Jamm died 
last year along with her parents when the CO2 scrubbers in their cube 
failed. The scrubbers were item thirty-three on the fixems’ to-do list.

“How much farther?” I ask Droller.
“Just a couple of panels.”
It’s more like a couple dozen panels, but we finally arrive at 

the section of conduit above Town Square. Using just our fingers, 
Droller and me remove the fasteners holding the panel in place and 
slide it aside, just enough for us to peak out.

Down below, a crowd settles on the rings of benches surround-
ing the lawn. The brass band toots “Onward or Bust” in a marching 
beat, their jackets sparkling with silver buttons and silver loops of 
rope. Droller and I exchange a sad look. Jamm wanted to be a drum-
mer and wear a thick, warm jacket like that. The odds were against 
an Aft Habber like her, but she was good enough that she might 
have made it.

Once the tooting is over, one of the Vice Captains ascends the 
grandstand. The audience stands and salutes in respect. Everyone on 
the October acts as like salutes are required, but White Madeleine 
told us saluting was never in the contract the original families signed. 
The Fore Habbers made up the requirement only eighty years ago.

The kind of people who come to witness a Course Correction 
are the type who do what they’re supposed to.

The Vice Captain says some stuff into a bullhorn. It’s too dis-
torted for me and Droller to make out actual words, but we know 
what he’s saying, because this isn’t the first time we’ve watched a 
Course Correction from the conduits. He’s announcing the name of 
the violator and their crime.

The guards bring out a man, their hands gripping his arms 
and shoving. He’s dressed in thin brown paper coveralls. His face is 
bloodless. I bet he’s shivering in the cold.

“I’ve seen him before,” says Droller. She doesn’t know his name, 
but he does look familiar. Maybe I’ve spotted him in line at Distro, or 
maybe on a community service detail. Yeah, that’s it. A few months 
ago we were on the same crew scraping mold off crop troughs in the 
farm module. He was quiet and sniffed a lot.

“What do you think he did?” Droller asks.
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“I bet he buggered a robot.”
Droller laughs, because it’s stupid.
The Vice Captain says something, his voice just a wah-wah-

wah to us, but when a guard holds up a one-by-two meter rectangle 
of insulation padding, the man’s crime is obvious: Pilfering.

“Can’t blame him,” says Droller.
I nod. I think he’s an Aft Habber like us, and sometimes it’s so 

cold that it’s weird you wouldn’t steal some insulation padding.
“Think they’ll flog him or space him?”
“Naw,” Droller says. “It’s not that big a crime.”
“Depends on the Vice Captain’s mood. What if he’s grumpy? 

What if he didn’t have a good dump this morning?”
Droller laughs, but not a lot. She had a great-great uncle who 

got spaced, or so the family story goes. I think her parents were just 
trying to scare her into being dutiful.

The longer we wait for the Vice Captain to pronounce his sen-
tence, the less fun any of it seems.

The crowd grows so quiet we can actually make out what the 
Vice Captain says:

“For the crime of Pilfering, you, Manet Leif, are sentenced to a 
year’s service of filter scrubbing while clamped.”

A guard yanks one of Leif ’s arms behind his back and clamps it 
to the small of his back.

I whistle low. I had my mandatory scrub day last week. It was a 
long four hours with a mountain of filters, a wire brush, and a bucket 
of solvent, and my hands and shoulders just stopped aching yester-
day. Manet Leif gets a year of that? With only one arm?

“I’d rather be flogged,” says Droller.
“Well, pilfer something and maybe you’ll get your wish.”
Droller is about to say something stupid when the brightest 

light I’ve ever seen turns everything white and painful.
“VIOLATION,” a voice booms.
It’s a doomba.
I try to scream, “RUN,” but it comes out as a choked cry.  Droller 

copies me and makes the exact same noise.
With the ceiling of the conduit only centimeters above our 

heads, there’s not enough room to run. We can only crawl from the 
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drone really, really fast.
But not fast enough. We get about fifty meters down the con-

duit when Droller howls.
The drone has a shock wire in contact with her ankle. Her 

hair floats, a halo of fuzz. She’s all “Yeeeargh” and “Oooowwwww” 
through tears and gritted teeth.

Of all the times to run into functioning tunnel security.
What will I do if it kills Droller? How will I get her body back 

to the Hab? What will I tell her parents? What will I do without my 
friend? I’m so scared for her that I don’t have any room to be scared 
for myself. I just have to get her out of here.

Lying on my back, I kick at the conduit wall.
Once. Twice. On the third time something splinters. I kick 

again. The wall cracks in a wide jagged fissure. Two more kicks, and 
it comes apart in shards.

I grab Droller’s arm with both hands. The doomba’s wire is still 
on her ankle, and the shock travels from her to me.  A searing ache 
bores through my bones. My spine grows numb. Without knowing 
what will happen next, I yank Droller to the gap I made in the con-
duit and toss her over the side. I dive after her.

It’s a long fall.
We land in a bone-jarring heap. My breath comes in wheezy 

spasms. Droller just whimpers, curled up in a ball.
Above us, the doomba lingers in the conduit, uselessly reaching 

through the gap with its shock wires. For a second I think it’s going 
to come down after us, but doombas can’t fly, they just roll on their 
little wheels, and since we’re no longer in the conduit, its job is done.

The drop doesn’t look as far as it felt, which is good, because it 
feels awful. Wincing, I get to my feet and timidly move my joints 
and pat my sore parts. Everything hurts, but everything works.

I help up sniffling Droller and we determine that she’s pretty 
much in the same shape as me.

“Where are we?”
The only answer I have is nowhere we’ve ever been.
It’s a huge room with high ceilings, almost as big as a cargo 

hold. Everything is white surfaces, lit bright, like a vision of heaven. 
The deck plates are some kind of weird material, white and hard 
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and smooth and cold to the touch, shot through with veins of black.  
Fancy pillars with carved curlicue tops hold up the arched ceiling. 
Strangest of all is the air. It’s warm.

And there’s music, completely different from brass-band 
marches, gentle notes rising and falling and mixing together in way 
that reminds me of the forest scenes they sometimes project at Town 
Square so we don’t forget the October isn’t just floating pointlessly 
in space, but that we’re going somewhere, and our great-great-great 
grandchildren will live on a planet of trees and lakes and grain fields 
and sunshine.

“I think that’s organ music,” Droller says. “Didn’t White 
Madeleine tell us about organ music once?”

White Madeleine told us a lot of things. She told us how the 
ship was different for the first generation, with more power and 
more heat and light and more things that worked, without an entire 
hab warren sharing a single power cell, and that’s how things were 
supposed to be until the October delivered us all the way to Nova 
Terra. But there were things that happened even before the ship left 
Earth orbit. Things like cost-cutting and budget cuts and low-bid 
contracts. Earth stuff I never understood.

“No, seriously,” Droller whispers in awe, “what is this place?”
“Only one way to find out.”
I take the first step and Droller follows me. Treading softly on 

the shiny floor, we walk for what seems like the entire length of a 
module before we come upon a body.

At first, we think it’s just some strange piece of equipment, a 
long box resting on the floor about two meters long, a meter wide, 
and as tall as my knees. It’s made out of the same smooth, veiny stuff 
as the floor, with some decorative curlicues and whatnot. Cables 
anchor it to the floor, and as I come close, I hear a familiar hum.

“It’s drawing power,” I say.
Droller doesn’t answer. She just leans over the box, eyes wide.
Carved into the top is the October’s motto: “Onward or Bust,” 

and right above the words is a small glass window. Under the glass, 
behind a thin haze of frost, is a face.

It’s a woman, eyes closed in peaceful rest. Her cheeks are white 
as milk paste, but plump, like she’s well fed despite being dead.
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“What’s wrong with her?” Droller says.
“Why, ain’t you never seen a dead person before? It’s a corpse.”
I’m acting all sophisticated, but I’m as spooked as Droller. Just 

because I’ve seen death doesn’t mean I’m used to it. And normally 
the dead are in bags that get spaced or fed to the recyclers if the 
recyclers are working.

I wonder which treatment my sister will get.
She’s been sick for months and she’s not getting better.
I keep expecting the corpse to open her eyes and punch a hand 

through the glass and reach at us with twitchy claw fingers.
The box isn’t the only one. Up ahead, there’s dozens of them, 

maybe hundreds, stretching off to the horizon, the hatch at the far 
end of the module.

“Should we keep going?” Droller asks.
“Ain’t that what they teach us in school hour? Ain’t that what 

‘Onward or Bust’ is all about? Forward, ever forward, never stopping, 
until we are home.”

“Home ain’t forward,” Droller observes. “Home is behind us in 
Aft Hab. Forward is … who knows?”

“It’s the principle of the thing,” I snap.
Droller makes a face at me, and onward we go.
More faces behind glass. More boxes drawing power. A few of 

them have bright red and yellow and purple and white flowers laid 
on top. I only know they’re flowers because I’ve seen them in the 
projections at Town Square. Flowers are a kind of beautiful plant 
that you mostly don’t eat.

I rub a soft petal against my cheek. “I never seen these growing 
in the troughs.”

“If they got a secret place like this, I bet they got secret farms, 
too,” Droller says, knowingly.

“But why? Why keep all these dead people? And why all hooked 
up like this and stuff?”

A voice saws through the air like a rusty knife. “I think a better 
question is what are you doing here, all trespassing and stuff?”

A tall woman with a cracked old face glares at us, hands on 
her hips. Long yellow hair spills out under an orange cap. The cap 
matches her coveralls, which come with pockets down the legs and a 
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tool belt hanging from her narrow waist. She’s a fixem.
“Run or tackle her?” asks Droller.
“Aw, don’t bother,” the fixem scoffs. “Old Lodi can’t give chase, 

not with these knees. And you don’t got mean looks in your baby 
eyes. Besides, you gotta stick around long enough to patch up that 
big hole you made in my conduit.”

Droller and I kinda stare at each other like fools, not knowing 
what to do. If we were going to run, we should have done it right 
when the fixem startled us. Now, running off would seem weird. And 
the fixem is right about our mean looks. We don’t have any.

“Well, you gonna just stand there with your mouths hung open, 
or you want a tour of the mausoleum?”

Droller and me trip over each other to answer. “We want a tour!”
We follow as Lodi leads us among the boxes—coffins, she calls 

them—and rattles off the names of the occupants:
Byron Cheddar.
Wang Shusen.
Muthoni Njaga.
Temperance Brown.
“Kitch, we know these names,” Droller says, excited for some 

reason.
Everybody does, because the teacher makes us recite them in 

school hour. These are the Firsts. The first generation that left Earth. 
The original travelers who set out on the October to Nova Terra. Our 
great-great-great and so on grandmothers and grandfathers.

“Why keep the whole dead lot of them here?” Droller asks while 
Lodi keeps rattling off names.

Lodi’s thin lips distort in a bitter smile. “Who says they’re dead?”
I go over to the nearest coffin and peer through the glass at a 

pallid face. “Ain’t they?”
“Not if Old Lodi is doing her job right. And say whatever you 

want about me, but I do my damn job. They’re alive, and they’ll stay 
that way, onward or bust.”

I can see how Droller is trying to put it all together.  “So, when 
we die, they keep us alive, and we’ll all be alive when we get to Nova 
Terra. Us, our parents, our children, going up and down the line … 
all of us together.”
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That sounds so nice. If we stick the journey out, we all get to 
step off the ship and bask in the sunlight of Nova Terra. We all get 
to live under open skies, big and free. Me and Droller and Jamm 
together again, along with our folks and their folks and our children 
and their children, all the generations backward and forward.

It sounds so fair.
That’s how I know it’s a lie.
“It’s just the first generation that gets kept alive to Nova Terra, 

ain’t that right, Lodi?”
The old woman nods. “The Firsts put it in the contract and paid 

for it before the October even left Earth. This is a generation ship 
where the very oldest are the very richest, so they never have to give 
way to the youngest.”

Droller switches from dreamy to confused.  “That’s not fair,” 
she says, her voice a little wispy, like she’s just discovered something. 
“Why not put us all in coffins when we die? Why not do this for 
everyone?”

Lodi bats this away like a dust mote. “How many power cells 
you figure it takes to keep all the Firsts alive?”

A hab warren houses eight families and goes through one power 
cell a year. That’s running on minimum energy, dim lights, chill air, 
low filtration, rationed power consumption for materials recycling 
and fabrication.

“I dunno,” Droller says, looking around to take in the whole 
space. “A hundred?”

“A hundred?” Lodi guffaws. “Each coffin uses a power cell a 
year. And there’s 367 coffins. Then you add in everything else — 
the lights, the music, the heating … The original requisition was 
more than two-million power cells. That was supposed to keep the 
Firsts going all the way to Nova Terra. But it turned out to be an 
underestimate, no surprise. Every year we have to reassign cells from 
other parts of the ship just to make sure the coffins remain juiced till 
planet fall.”

“Then why the lights and the music and the heat?” says Droller. 
The outrage starts to build. “This is just waste.”

“It’s not a waste if the Firsts wanted it. And they wanted to 
make the journey in a dignified setting.”
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I think of my sister, coughing in our cold warren. I think of 
Jamm, slowly suffocating while she slept.

I want to be furious at someone. I want blame the Firsts, lying 
cozy in their coffins, and the Vice Captains handing out punish-
ment, and the Fore Habbers, and the people in the bridge tower we 
never see. But Lodi’s the one here, so I take it out on her.

“Why do you help them?” I almost scream. “Why not tell 
someone?”

“I’m telling you, ain’t I?  And what are you going to do about 
it? That’s right. Nothing. Same as anyone else. Only you’re just kids 
so you’re not going to put me in a muzzle.” She seems like she’s 
having an argument with someone who isn’t here. Then her face gets 
real sad. “Anyway, I’m old. Dropped my last egg, and my wife, Tilda 
passed last year.”

“I’m sorry,” I say out of polite habit.
Lodi doesn’t even hear me. “Tilda was supposed to lie with 

me here after she died. But where is she? Being ‘prepared,’ say the 
uppers. Prepared, my elbow. It’s been sixteen months. They spaced 
her or recycled her, and they’ll do the same to me when I’m gone, 
same as they did for all the mausoleum tenders who came before 
me. They lie so much they don’t even bother making good ones any-
more.” Drained, she takes a deep, slow breath. She looks at us like 
she just remembered we’re here. “Go back to your cold, damp war-
rens. Tell anyone you want. Nobody ever does anything about any-
thing. Nobody corrects the course, they just correct the tellers. Back 
to the tunnel with you.”

“Aw, you’re making us go back through the conduit?” Droller 
protests. “There’s a doomba in there almost killed us.”

“You survived it once, you’ll survive it again. Or maybe you 
won’t. But either way, you gotta fix that panel you broke. I’ll get the 
ladder.”

Once we’re back up in the conduit, we discover there’s no more 
reason to fear the doomba. It’s keeled over on its side, leaking the 
bitter stink of melted wires. It’ll be number nine-hundred and some-
thing on the fixems’ list.

While I hold the panel in place, Droller inserts the fasteners. 
“Wait,” I say, just as she’s about to put in the last one. “Leave it.”
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“Why, you thinking to come back here?”
I do something with my eyebrows that means neither “yes” nor 

“no.”
“One more thing.” I grip the doomba with both hands and pull 

where its body joins in a seam. It’s not easy, but I manage to crack it 
open, just enough to squeeze a hand inside and yanks out its power 
cell. It’s only a mini, it’s probably mostly spent, but I’m keeping it.

“Kitch,” says Droller, shocked. “That’s pilfering.”
I point down at the mausoleum. “No, that’s pilfering.”
Late at night, after meal, I sneak into our warren’s utility closet 

and replace the mostly dead power cell with the mini from the 
doomba.

My sister still coughs through the night, and my parents’ faces 
are dull with worry, but the air is warmer and drier and smells cleaner.

She dies three weeks later.
The mausoleum lights still blaze bright. The organ music still 

wafts through the vast chamber with its vaulted ceilings and fancy 
pillars. The coffins still hum with power.

There’s no sign of Lodi, but even if she interrupts me, I don’t 
think she’ll stop me. She says nobody ever makes a real course cor-
rection. I have a hunch she might like what I’m about to do.

Or maybe she’s dead. Maybe she already has a replacement.
“Kitch, what’re you doing?”
It’s Droller, climbing down from the conduit on the ladder I 

made from my sister’s knotted bed sheets.
“Dammit, Droller. Go home. You don’t need to be here.”
“I came by your warren but you weren’t home.  I was bringing 

by some toasted meal for your parents. It’s from me and my folks, in 
case yours aren’t up to cooking. You know, on account of your sister.”

“That was real thoughtful, Droller. Tell your folks thanks and 
go on home.”

“I will once we’re done here. What is it we’re doing?”
She says “we,” because whatever I’m doing, she’s doing, because 

that’s how Droller and me always work, and trying to get rid of her 
would be like trying to scrape mineral crust off a bulkhead.

I show her the empty pillowcase I brought, plus a scratched and 
dull pry strip. “I’m gonna take their power cells,” I tell her, moving 
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toward the nearest coffin.
“But … you do that, won’t they die?”
“I suppose they will.”
“Kitch. That’s murder.”
I look at a white face behind glass. Etched on a little plate is 

the name “Hai Breves.” She’s one of the first generation we learned 
about in school hour.

When I saw the bodies in the coffins the very first time, I 
thought they were dead. But now that I know they aren’t, they look 
a little different to me.

They look like they’re sleeping.
They look like they’re at peace.
They look happy.
Lodi said the mausoleum goes through 367 power cells a year.
How many power cells would it take to warm the Aft Hab? 

To keep our air clean so people like Jamm and her folks don’t die? 
To run our recyclers so we have raw materials and enough meal and 
medicine?

To keep more babies like my sister alive?
Not that many.
I jab my pry strip between the edge of the glass and coffin lid.
I should only have to kill a few Firsts to make things a tiny bit 

more fair.

Host Commentary
By Alasdair Stuart

One of the age-old debates in science fiction is what constitutes 
age-old. It’s not just SF in fact, but all of literature where the patina 
of respectability gets thicker the longer something has been around.  
Look at my backyard, at the various old white men who haunt hor-
ror like Banquo’s Ghost at an IHOP, their very presence insisting 
things should be done at least partially like they’ve always been.
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Of course, in some cases that’s not a bad thing and even the 
toxic ones are being increasingly re-assessed and viewed through 
different, diverse, fun lenses. It’s nice to see that happen with tropes 
as well as authors here, and I love how Greg’s taken the idea of the 
generation ship and looked at it for what it is as opposed to the 
romance it hides behind. That tells us a generation ship is a group 
of brave pioneers sacrificing generations of their families to an idea. 
That tells us this is the future’s cathedrals, built and steered by those 
with no hope of seeing them land. Faith as fuel. Science as the driv-
ing force behind survival.

The truth is…grungier. The truth is power cells failing, is paint 
fading. The truth is you inherit the space you lived in from your folks. 
The truth is you’re a passenger in a car where the doors are welded 
shut, heading somewhere you have no say in, won’t live to see, and no 
you cannot get McDonald’s drive thru. Chris Bucholz mines some 
wonderfully dark comedy from this in his novel Severance but Greg 
takes a subtler, I’d argue braver, route. This is a story not about arriv-
ing or even taking control of the flight, but of taking control of your-
self and your life. There’s real darkness to it too, lives are going to be 
lost but the question of sustaining those at the cost of everyone else? 
Well, that’s not a theoretical argument. That’s disaster capitalism. Or 
perhaps in this case, deep-space capitalism.

Here knowledge really is power. The question is: What needs 
the power more and who needs the power now? Expertly written 
and read, thanks to you both and to everyone who’s brought the 
anthology to date!

And we leave you with this quote from Contender.
Watching Interstellar didn’t make it better
Reading Carl Sagan, looking kinda vacant
You say you’re buying time but you’re always late
I’m starting to think you don’t even want to go to space
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Amazing how all Desi aunties are basically the same. Even when sep-
arated by vast oceans for a few generations. I mean, they fit into a few 
basic archetypes. There’s the genuine-sweetheart proxy mother who, 
in between her late-night work shifts, always makes sure you and your 
friends have all the snacks you need. The manipulative gossiper, who 
conveniently keeps details of her own children’s scandals nestled under 
her tongue. The nervous fidgeter who has spent three decades so wor-
ried that her basic thirty-year-old son won’t ever find a wife, that she 
forgets to teach him how to speak to women. The late-life hijabi, who 
pointedly replaces “Khuda-hafiz” with “Allah-hafiz” and “thank you, 
beta” with not just “jazak-allah” but the full on “jazak allahu khayran.” 
But which of these archetypes would find it appropriate to rent the 
body of a grown man halfway across the world?

I pull the AirBody request from Meena Khan into view in my 
contacts. She’s 59 years old and from Karachi. Her short wavy hijab-
less hair and her relaxed smile makes her seem content with life, 
so maybe she’s the genuine-sweetheart type. Her only notes on the 
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request are a list of Desi groceries and some cookware, which only 
reinforces the archetype. Maybe she’s too ill to travel to visit family 
for Eid and wants to surprise them with a feast? It’s been awhile 
since I’ve gotten a taste of such a spread. I hit accept and watch the 
usual legalese flash before me:

You acknowledge that you have the ability to observe, regain control 
and remove your guests at any time and therefore may be complicit in any 
crimes committed or responsible for any damage caused by your guests.

I tap “Yes” and begin to look through her grocery list more 
closely. Some of it, like the sweetened condensed milk, half and half, 
sugar and cardamom powder I can get at the regular grocery store. 
But for the Desi ghee and chanay ki daal, I either have to pay a pre-
mium at the hippie organic store downstairs or drive out to a Desi 
grocery store in the suburbs. A drive would help kill some time, so I 
choose the Desi grocery store. 

When I return, I arrange all the ingredients in alphabetical 
order on my otherwise bare grey marble kitchen counter and head 
to bed. Meena activates at 6AM and I don’t want to test AirBody’s 
zero-tolerance late policy. I also don’t want a review plagued with 
complaints of body odor and morning breath.

My alarm goes off at 5AM, but I snooze several times, stum-
bling in and out of a wildly vivid dream about riding on the back of 
a sea turtle. Except, I’m not in the water. I think I might be floating 
through the sky. But, there are definitely other underwater creatures 
floating by, greeting us along the way. I feel love for the sea turtle and 
I lean over to kiss its rough green cheek when the snooze expires. 
Weird. But, my dreams have been odd since I started “playing host” 
on weekends a few months ago.

By 5:58AM I’m towel dried, clothed and somewhat fed — a 
cookie is breakfast to some. I stand in front of the mirror as I clip 
the AirBody headset to the backs of my ears. It whirs on automati-
cally — it doesn’t actually whir, but I imagine that’s the microscopic 
sound it makes as the violet light pulses. It authenticates my identity 
and says “Hello, Arsalan. Your AirBody guest is in the waiting area. 
Are you ready?”

“Yup, I’m ready,” I say, trying to sound chipper, but nervous as 
fuck about what this will be like. This is my sixth time hosting and 
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so far it’s been a good distraction to get through my weekends. Most 
of my other guests have been men, usually here for some business 
meeting at the World Bank, or to tour the monuments and muse-
ums with their grandchildren. The only other woman I’ve hosted was 
a lobbyist from an asteroid mining firm who didn’t think a one-hour 
meeting with a congressperson was worth breaking orbit for. 

My limbs tingle as they go numb. I feel heavy for a second, like 
I can’t support my own weight and am about to fall. And I do, in a 
way. Not physically. More like falling asleep into a dream that makes 
so much sense that it’s boring. Which is why, I suppose, AirBody lets 
hosts stream content and games to the neural UI while their guests 
go corporeal.

I give Meena a few moments to adjust and watch her look 
around my living room. Her eyes stare at my mostly empty bookshelf 
surrounded by plain white walls. I don’t have much decor, except for 
the tiger painting Ammi bought in Thailand when she visited once 
in her early twenties.

“Hi!” I say, my voice in the AirBody interface sounding way 
louder than I intend. I feel my heart rate increase and realize I must 
have scared her. “Sorry, I, uh, just wanted to say hello and let you 
know I’m here to assist you during your stay if you need help.”

“Beta, Urdu nahin boltay?”
 Oh crap. Not only am I going to get a bad review for my poor 

Urdu language skills, I’m now going to spend the next 24 hours 
meeting the scorn and judgement of a Pakistani aunty. Here we go.

“Nahin, aunty, I-” I say slowly, preparing to flex my minds 
tongue with words I haven’t used in years. 

“Array profile pe Urdu likha tha!” 
Oh god, if I don’t get removed after this listing, I need to delete 

Urdu from my language profile. If for nothing else, to escape this 
scorn. “Chalo, I’m here. What can I do now?” She says, waving my 
hands up in the air behind us. “Take me to the kitchen, beta...you do 
have a kitchen, right?”

“Haan, yes,” I say, retaking control. My limbs tingle awake and 
I walk to the kitchen before handing her back control.

I feel my body sigh and my head shake. “This will do,” she says 
as she walks to the corner of the counter where I’ve neatly arranged 
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the ingredients she requested. She inspects them closely, as if she 
doesn’t trust that I bought the right things. But, she doesn’t make 
any complaints. She looks around the kitchen. There are a few dishes 
in the drying rack, but I made sure to clear out the sink, which is 
normally full until there’s a noticeable rot. 

She begins opening cabinets, slowly and calmly at first. I assume 
she’s looking for something specific, but after a moment I’m sure 
she’s just being nosey. She comes to the last one, the little corner 
cabinet, the only one to the right of the sink. Shit. 

I want to distract her, to keep her from opening it, but interfer-
ing with an experience without consent or a reasonable emergency 
would lead to a bad review. So I watch hopelessly as she swings the 
cabinet open and stares at the label on the little translucent bottle 
half full with brown liquid. 

“Whiskey, beta? Tauba tauba,” she says as she slaps each of my 
cheeks gently. “Allah maf karay!” I’m not sure if she’s asking for for-
giveness on my behalf, or if she somehow feels complicit in my sin by 
inhabiting my body. I mean, I’m not drunk -- it’s six in the morning. 
Now if she wills that whiskey into me, then maybe she’d be com-
plicit. Maybe.

She shuts the cabinet, still shaking her head and pulls open the 
electric pressure cooker. We both notice the inner pot hasn’t been 
washed since the last time it was used, but only I know that this was 
many months ago. My eyes roll back into my head as she groans and 
clicks my tongue. She flicks on the tap and snatches the worn-out 
sponge on the edge of my sink. “Yeh koy tareeka hai, beta?”

She fills the pot with water so hot that I can feel the pain 
through the sensory suppression as she scrubs. I’m convinced this 
is intentional punishment. Maybe she isn’t the genuine-sweet type.  

She empties the dal into the pot slowly, as if she doesn’t trust 
my eyes to check the quality of the product as a whole. The yellow 
pieces glint off the bottom of the worn metal, scattering into swirls 
as she shakes the bag to see if she can catch any unwanted particles. 

One piece of dal pops off the bowl and onto the floor and I 
feel a tinge of the panic that froze me the first time I made dal. Not 
knowing what to do as the orange but almost magenta grains spilled 
onto the counter and to the floor. The worthlessness that would melt 
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me into a blob as I’d hear Ammi’s tired and exasperated voice say 
“Beta, Arsalan, just once, would you do things without rushing?” Her 
finger would point at the door. “Out, now, if you can’t help properly.”

“Savvy for a ten year old,” Nani would say as I’d run to her lap 
before the tears began to flow. 

“Haan, just as savvy as his useless father,” Ammi would say. 
And then the fear of inadequacy would stand me up straight, 

wipe my tears, and walk me back into the kitchen defiantly, striding 
close enough to Ammi to move her out of the way without phys-
ically attacking her. I’d sort it out. I’d sift the dirt out of the fallen 
dal. I’d get a jar to pour the extra back. And I’d have dinner on the 
table before Ammi returned from her evening shift. I would not be 
my useless father.  

“Is this right?” Meena asks as she presses the buttons on the 
pressure cooker. 

“You’re not gonna soak the dal first?”
“Oh so now you’re such a refined cook?” 
“I can make dal.” 
“Then tell me, why soak the dal? What difference does it make, 

aside from wasting two hours of our lives?”
“Well it’s just, what...it’s just what you do.” 
“Is it now?” She says, pressing start on the pressure cooker and 

effectively shutting me up. “Acha, where’s your janamaz beta? And 
the qibla is which direction?” 

I’m pretty sure I can feel a smirk on my face as she asks. 
“Inside the storage ottoman in the living room,” I say, coolly, 

trying to remember which way Ammi faced last time she visited. 
I point at my east facing windows and say “And the qibla’s out the 
window that way, a little to the right.”

She opens the ottoman and pulls the janamaz out. I feel her 
stiffen as she notices my fingers greyed in dust. “Thank you beta,” she 
says, as she dusts off the janamaz and lays it out before the windows. 
I feel her swing my hands up to my ears before resting them high 
on my chest. 

Should she technically have put a dupatta on? Ammi’s maroon 
ajrak one is still in the ottoman. The last time she was here I watched 
her throw it over her shoulder, say “Keep to our own,” and start her 
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prayers before I could respond. We had just come home from lunch 
where I had finally introduced her to Karla. I sat on the couch and 
hunched over to inspect the lines on my palms where I had dug my 
nails in deep, hoping the pain would make the lunch go by faster. It 
didn’t work. 

It wasn’t so much that she and Karla didn’t get along. It was 
more that each time Karla attempted to strike up conversation, 
Ammi just smiled at her and returned to her meal. Karla excused 
herself halfway through lunch, pretending she had just gotten called 
into the hospital to oversee an operation.

I kept my eyes down as she left and didn’t look up until a few 
moments later when Ammi said, “You know, the first time I met 
Eric’s mother, she did the same to me, but without a smile.”

“Oh, so it’s healthy to perpetuate this cycle, Ammi?”
“I stuck it out. When Eric got up to use the restroom, his mom 

leaned over and asked me if ‘your women still enjoy sex after your 
families circumcise you.’” Ammi sipped her tea and stared off some-
where above my head. “I smiled back, swallowed the words in my 
throat and stuck it out. I’m glad Karla had the sense to run. She’s 
smarter and stronger than I was.”

I sunk into my couch watching Ammi flow through the motions 
of prayer that I never felt at home in. I’d happily keep to my own, if 
I knew who my own was.

“Chalo beta,” Meena says as she folds up the janamaz and puts 
it back into the dusty ottoman. “Let see how much time is left on 
this thing.”

The red digits flash through the final sixty seconds.
Meena clicks the depressurize button and watches, as if she’s 

hypnotized by the plume of steam hissing out of the metal cylinder. I 
feel my ears perk up as she hones in on the sound. It’s as if she hasn’t 
seen or heard this in ages.

“Don’t cook much anymore, eh?” I say, realizing I should prob-
ably contain my snark. But I don’t think she minds.

“No, I cook almost every day. It’s just that I’m a bit deaf, so 
I’ve forgotten how the steam speaks to you. If you pay attention 
to the hiss, you’ll hear it tell you if the food is really ready, if it was 
cooked the way you intended, or if you’ll be disappointed when the 
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lid unlocks. And if you watch closely, you’ll see how the steam inter-
acts with the spirits in the air. If they gather towards the steam, 
you’re cooking something delicious. If they flee, well…” she shrugs. 
“It’s an old aunty secret.”

“Really?”
“You’re one of the most gullible saps I’ve ever met, I’m sure.”
“I didn’t believe you, I just couldn’t tell if you really believed it 

yourself.”
“Mhmm.”
“Alright, well you let me know if you need anything. I’m going 

to get some reading done.” Really there’s some gaming I need to 
catch up on, but she doesn’t need to know that. I suppress my visual 
feed and replace it with CoreEra4. Time to level up. The sensory 
suppression filters out most of Meena’s kitchen noise, until I hear 
the blender slicing through. I’m curious why she needs a blender to 
make dal, but not curious enough to hit pause.

I’m pretty immersed in the game when I feel an almost pun-
gent, but ultimately bland taste on my tongue. Meena’s shoveled 
a bit of what she’s done to this dal into my mouth. She massages 
the hot, dry musty paste into a lump as she lets each part of my 
tongue feel and inspect the texture. As it crumbles into the back of 
my throat, an aftertaste surfaces that reminds me of wanting to be 
kissed amidst an audience of 80s era wood paneling on neglected 
basement walls. An aftertaste on my anxiety-dried adolescent 
tongue, which had just uttered “I’d kiss you Eid Mubarak if you’d 
let me.” A line tacky enough to hold the confident facade of my 
smile in place while I waited inside my head screaming what in the 
FUCK are you thinking? 

I can almost hear Hafza’s laugh seeping in through my tongue 
and almost feel the slap that ended in an apologetic caress. My taste 
buds reverberate like the hair on the back of my neck when Hafza 
kissed the highest point of my cheek bone and then stared at me. I’d 
never seen anyone’s eyes so close. It was so overwhelming I had to 
close my own eyes. I’m not sure if she had started or me, but after 
years of pining, that was the first time my lips finally melted into 
another’s. And it would not be the last time I’d be rudely interrupted 
mid-kiss. Before the moment was over, Ammi was shouting “Arsalan 
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beta, let’s go!” from the top of the staircase behind me. Hafza broke 
the kiss and leaned over to whisper “Eid Mubarak, Arsalan” in my 
ear just before I jumped up, stunned by what had happened. The next 
thing I’d say to Hafza would be “congratulations” ten years later on 
her heavily decorated wedding stage, next to her heavily decorated 
new husband. 

Meena fills my mouth with water, washing my memory out. I 
ache for another taste of the musty paste. I want to go back for more, 
even though there is nothing to go back to. 

“What was that? It tasted familiar.”
“Well, mister expert, you’ll have to wait and see.”
So I watch her set the pot on the stove above the lowest possi-

ble flame and plop in a few heaps of ghee. As it melts and simmers 
unevenly in the pot, she picks up the blender and begins scooping 
the paste out. The warm ghee spatters on the backs of my hands as 
the first few clumps land in the pot. 

My arm will no doubt be sore the next day, because for 
awhile she just leans on the counter and stirs every few minutes, 
keeping the darkening paste on the bottom from sticking to the 
pot. Eventually she stops to add sugar, mixing it in evenly before 
flipping the paste over and pouring the rest of the sugar in. Once 
the white crystals disappear into the paste she scoops a spoon 
full out and closes my eyes as the warm sugary sensation hits my 
lips. I’m flooded with images of Tupperware decorated by cold 
and soggy deep fried finger foods and heavenly sweetened des-
serts. But, it’s all dammed by the memory of Karla’s voice asking 
the question, “Why can’t you just bring me home for Eid, like a 
normal person?”

“Ammi’s just not well,” I had said, opening one dish and lifting 
it up. What dish was it?

“She’s well enough to have cooked all of this,” Karla had said, 
gesturing to the to-go holiday foods. 

I plunged a spoon into the tupperware and scooped up some-
thing and shoved it towards Karla’s mouth. “Just try a bite.”

Karla rolled her eyes and opened her mouth. Then, when the 
taste soaked into her tongue she opened her eyes wide. Her eyes 
rolled again, but with pleasure this time. “What the fuck is this?”
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“Chanay-ki daal ka-halwa,” I say into the AirBody UI.
“Very good!” Meena stabs with her standard tone of condescen-

sion. She pours another can of condensed milk in and continues 
stirring. “Gustatory memory.”

“What?”
“Taste. It’s got a peculiar way of triggering memory and emotion, 

don’t you think? More so than other senses. Taste links us directly 
to our gut, where our deepest unfulfilled needs keep us hungry. Your 
gut tricks your mind into thinking you’re getting what you want, 
when it’s really just using you to get the-” she scoops up another bite 
and I feel my eyes roll back into my head. “-mmm. The sweet halwa.”   

She opens my eyes and looks down at the bright yellowy paste. 
“But, I remember this being brown whenever my Nani made it.”
“Haan beta, just wait,” she says as she preheats the oven to 400 

degrees. When the oven beeps she slides the pan in and sets a timer 
for fifteen minutes.

“Acha beta, what kind of formal wear do you have?”
“Formal wear?”
“Haan, kurta pajama? Shalwar kameez? Whichever you’d like 

to call it.”
“Uhhh…”
“Oh, of course. Well, at least put us in a pressed pant-shirt,” she 

says handing me back control.
“Sure,” I say, heading back to my room to pull out some blue 

slacks and a new red and grey striped shirt I haven’t worn yet.
I stand before the mirror making final touches when she pings 

for control back.
“Well at least you’ve got some color in your wardrobe.” She 

picks up a pen from my dresser and writes down an address on the 
price tag I just ripped off of the shirt I put on. “I need to go here.”

“Sounds good to me,” I say as I feel her pass control back.
As we make our way out of the city and onto the I-95 I glance 

at the sign for BWI Airport. The last time I was supposed to go to 
BWI was the last time I was supposed to see Karla. She had been 
away for work for a week and I was on my way to pick her up when 
I got a call from Ammi’s doctor. My mind went single track and I 
skipped the exit for the airport and drove straight to the hospital in 
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Philly where Ammi was taking her last breaths, alone. I made it in 
time to say goodbye, but not much else. 

Karla only called once that night. I stayed in Philly for six days 
and when I got back my place was emptied of Karla’s things, which 
was most everything. If I had called to let her know what was going 
on, she would have understood, would have come up to help. I never 
figured out why we played this game of chicken. We’d done it before. 
But, this time we both ran off the cliff and it felt right to let things 
rest at the bottom of the canyon rather than pick them up and rebuild. 

I pull up in front of the house and step out of the car, grabbing 
the dish of halwa along the way. The magenta sunset laces the grey 
house like a mesh dupatta. There are a lot of cars parked on the 
driveway and a bluster of muffled laughter coming through the win-
dows of the brightly lit living room. 

As I get to the front door I hand back control and immediately 
feel my heart rate spike. She stares dead ahead, frozen still. 

“Are you alright?”
“Haan, I just-”
The door swings open to a woman dressed in a grey and blue 

shalwar kameez. She’s still looking at her guests behind her and 
laughing. Her smile sticks as she turns to look at me. Her purple 
streaked hair’s tied up in a bun. She’s probably a little younger than 
Meena, maybe late forties? I study her face to see if I can parse a 
family resemblance to Meena’s profile picture.

“I’m sorry, can I help you?” the woman asks, leaning against her 
door jamb. 

I can feel Meena trying to push the air through my larynx and 
out of my mouth but it’s sealed shut. Instead, she just lifts the dish 
of halwa and opens it. 

The woman leans forward and inspects the congealed brown 
paste. The sunset breeze blows a warm waft of the dish’s scent into 
my nose.

The woman looks back at me, but her eyebrows are strained 
around her eye sockets now. Without a word, she takes a step back 
and slams the door in my face.

Meena stands there for a minute in my shaking body, with the 
halwa still cooling in the open air. She flattens the lid back onto the 
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dish and lays a card on top of it. She puts the dish down gently onto 
the frilly brown “Welcome Home” mat. She picks up a small white 
rock from the side of the porch and places it on top of the card to 
keep it from flying away, before turning back to the car.  

As soon as I feel the first tear hit my cheek she stops.
“Beta, take us home.” 
The tears stop as I take control, but I can still feel the strain 

in the back of my throat. This is the first time I’ve wondered what 
happens when people hand me back control temporarily. Do they 
come back to life in their homes? Is she convulsing over her toilet, 
vomiting up as much of the regret as possible before curling into a 
ball of tears on her bathroom floor? Or is she lying peacefully, letting 
the tears soak into her veins until the pain passes? 

Once at home she requests control and immediately goes back 
to the cabinet in the corner, pulling out the bottle of whiskey and 
pouring it into a chipped glass she finds in my drying rack. She 
carries it in my shaking hands and walks to the armchair that faces 
the window. As the final moments of sunset fade away, I can see her 
staring back at me in the reflection of the window.

She holds up the glass and stares into the brown liquid as she 
swirls it around. 

“Beta,” she says aloud. “How do you decide which one is right 
for you?”

“What do you mean?” I respond, echoing in my own head. 
“Which drink? How did you know it was whiskey? Not Beer? 

Wine? Cocktail?”
“Well, I drink them all, so-” I hesitate, uncertain of where this is 

going, “-but I don’t drink much.”
“Haan, beta, whatever.” She smirks at me in the window and 

swings the whiskey full down my throat. I turn down the sensory 
suppression and feel the initial hit seep into my blood and loosen my 
muscles. She picks the bottle up from the table and pours another 
shot.

“Are you okay?”
“I’ll be fine, just need to process a bit.” She lifts the glass, but 

sips at the whiskey this time. I assume the first time was purely for 
shock value.
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“What’s your deal?”
“My deal, beta?”
“Don’t beta me, I’m a grown man.”
“Haan,” she pauses, scanning my sad apartment, “of course you 

are.”
“Why are you here? Who was that woman?”
“Just an old acquaintance. It’s not important.”
“Then why me? Were there no other, more appropriate hosts 

available?”
“Appropriate how?”
“I don’t know, an older woman, someone more fitting your 

background?”
She laughs. “My background? Beta, you were the only ‘Urdu 

speaking’ host of Pakistani origin whose listing authorizes sexual 
behavior during a visit.”

Before I can respond there’s a knock at the door. 
“Were you expecting anyone, beta?”
“No.”
She sets the glass down and goes to open the door. There is the 

woman, still in her grey and blue shalwar kameez, holding my dish 
with one hand and one hip. I watch my eyelids wrap around the 
woman in the doorway and make a shape I haven’t seen them make 
in months. 

“Is it still you, Meena?”
Meena nods, my larynx suddenly sealed shut once again.
“You think you’re quite clever, don’t you?” The woman walks 

into the apartment and slides the dish onto the counter. She pulls 
the lid off, revealing at least 2-3 servings worth gone. “I’m going to 
eat the rest on my own as well. I’m not sharing.” She smiles as she 
pulls off her dupatta and throws it at me. 

Meena catches it and laughs, finally loosening my throat. 
“Haniya, I-”

Haniya leans in quick to shut up Meena with a hard kiss that 
sends a chill down my spine and reverberates through the hairs on 
the back of my neck.

It’s been awhile since I felt a kiss like that. In fact it’s just flat 
out been awhile for me. I wonder how long it’d been for Meena and 
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which matters more or if they’re additive and while I try to figure 
that out they stumble onto the couch and eventually roll on to the 
floor. 

I shut my visual feed off, turn the sensory suppression back up 
and do my best to give them some privacy. I won’t lie, I didn’t expect 
this guest to be the first to avail this “amenity.” But, I can’t entirely 
say I’m surprised. Meena has a determined bitterness that obviously 
guards something terribly sweet.

When I notice my heart rate begin to drop, I turn my visuals 
back on. They’ve made it to my bed. Meena’s lying on my back with 
Haniya’s head resting on my shoulder. The room is quiet except for 
the sound of calming breaths.

“Come back,” Meena squeezes out between breaths and into 
Haniya’s hair.

“As what, my love? Your assistant? Your cousin’s friend visiting 
from the states? An NGO worker there for training that you’re just 
showing around? What will you have me pretend to be this time?”

My throat locks up again as I feel blood rush to my cheeks. 
Haniya sits up and lets my blanket fall off of her as she stands. 

She looks back down at me with a slight smile. “It was nice to see 
you again Meena. I’ve missed these stunts of yours.”

Meena just stares up at the ceiling while we listen to Haniya get 
dressed, slide the tupperware off the counter and back onto her hip. 
Meena closes my eyes when we hear my apartment door open and 
shut. I’m certain she’s going to start crying again, but she just takes 
a deep breath and speaks.

“You’ll feel it one day.” She rolls into sitting position at the edge 
of the bed and looks in the mirror. “The desire to go back to when 
you were uncertain about who you’d turn out to be. When you lived 
foolishly thinking you could be something other than what you 
became in the end.” She lifts my right fingertips to my forehead, 
twice, with a gentle, pseudo bounce and says “Thanks for the com-
pany, Arsalan. Khuda-hafiz.”

As my limbs tingle back to me, I pull up Karla’s contact. While 
I mull the idea of calling her, I get an alert in my periphery from 
AirBody about a new request. I stare at Karla’s picture for a moment 
before closing her profile and pulling up AirBody. I’m certain I’ve 
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already become who I’ll be in the end, so I might as well let everyone 
else be me for a little longer. 

Host Commentary
By S. B. Divya

Sameem would like to give a shout out to “K. who comes up with 
*the* best writing warm-up prompts, one of which seeded this story.”

There were a lot of things that drew me to this story: the Desi 
auntie types, the way food is integral to culture, the gender- and sex-
uality-bending that goes with being an AirBody. But what I related 
to most strongly was the awkwardness of being caught between two 
cultures.

I was born in Tamil Nadu and spent my first five years there, but 
once I came to the U.S., I quickly switched to speaking English all 
the time, even when my parents would speak Tamil at home. Now 
when people ask me if I’m fluent in my first language, I’m never sure 
how to answer. I can get by when I visit India as long as I mix in 
some English for the words I don’t know or can’t remember. I can 
watch a movie and follow along without subtitles, though there will 
be words or phrases I don’t entirely understand. Does that make me 
fluent? I’m not sure.

Like the main character of this story, I might put down Tamil as 
a language I can speak, but I’m much more comfortable conversing 
in English. There’s a description for people like us, and it’s not immi-
grant, it’s third-culture kids. These are children who grow up in mul-
tiple countries, who’ve absorbed two or more disparate languages, 
cultures, and value systems. We inhibit a liminal space that allows us 
to act as if we belong to more than one identity while struggling to 
know who we truly are.

The AirBody service is a lovely analogue to this experience. To 
not be yourself for a while, or to borrow someone else’s life tempo-
rarily — this can feel like a permanent state. Meena understands 
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that Arsalan has yet to figure out how to integrate these two aspects 
of himself, just as she has struggled to reconcile her own inner con-
flicts. In the end, he thinks he has the answer, but being of auntie age 
myself, I suspect that Meena has it right. He has some growing up to 
do, and when he does, he’ll be more comfortable with the multiple 
identities he holds.

And our closing quotation this week is from Brené Brown, who 
said, “True belonging doesn’t require you to change who you are, it 
requires you to be who you are.”

Thanks for joining us, and enjoy your adventures through time 
and space.
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I got a pickaxe for a left hand, 
I got a churn drill for a brain,
I got a pickaxe for a left hand, 
I got a churn drill for a brain,
I got miles of tunnel behind me, 
just to stand out in the rain.
[guitar solo 36 bars]
[2x chorus]
[long outro - guitar vamp harmonica over]

“ASIMOV WAS A BIGOT.” The graffiti, sprayed across the bucket 
of a soviet ore hopper car, one of a long train of them. Then a slash of 
Cyrillic, the same message probably, obscured by a crust of snow and 
mud and grit. Not clear from the lettering if it was a human hand 
that wrote it. 

An icy wind picked up my tie and flapped it until I smoothed it 
back down under my parka. I shivered.
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“I own your steps, Thom,” Freddie had said. “Every step from 
here to Siberia and back. Don’t come back empty-handed. Go get 
it, boy.”

Barking mad endeavor. Yet here I was.
As I watched, the train started to pull away, first a whisper, then 

a clanking racket. I took a step off the ridge, my heel grinding gravel. 
Down in the pan, an incongruous wooden dacha crouched, carved 
eaves and floral curtains, set back into a vast berm of shattered rock 
that sheltered it from the wind. More signage in Cyrillic. 

My watch would no longer translate for me. I was too far 
north—there wasn’t any signal. I knocked on the wide double doors. 

“да?” came a disinterested voice.
I tried the door handle, stepped in out of the wind. 
“кто ты? Сюда нельзя!”
Inside, a big open space overlooked an overwhelmed office: gritty 

cement-slab floor, ancient-looking sheet metal desks drifted over 
with paper. Mechanical punch-clock and time cards. A coal-burning 
stove with a copper kettle, and a grubby enameled samovar. 

Rotund guy at the front desk, in a stretched-out sweater and 
a hat with ear flaps. He took in my suit. “Вонючий журналист.” I 
smiled, unsure.

“Hello. I’m here to talk to your robot.” 
“Какой робот?”
“XJB-alpha12. It’s about the music.”
“конечно.” He let out a gust of exasperation. “жди.” 
He left. 
I eyed a bottle of водка on his desk, its contents mostly gone. 

The problem with bots, I thought, is that they don’t have enough 
vices to be persuadable.

The man returned, leading a large machine, quadrupedal, cen-
taur configuration, with huge hands, warning labels and yellow stripes 
decaled over a battered, navy-colored carapace. A strangely mournful 
face, disfigured where, famously, someone had taken a pickaxe to it. 

It gave me a long, affectless stare. “What do you want?”
I smiled, decided against offering my hand. “Hi, I’m Thom. 

I’m from NuDecca—we heard your recording, the show you did in 
Magadan.” 
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Everyone. Everyone heard the show in Magadan. The whole 
round world. That bootleg had propagated across the ‘net faster than 
any audio recording in history, propelled by the story of the robot, 
the mine, the accident, and what happened after. It broke the metric, 
it broke NuDecca’s ability to track it. “You won’t see another of those 
in your lifetime,” Freddie’d said.

The robot gave no sign that it had heard me.
I tried the smile again. “Listen, I know we published a bootleg 

of that concert without asking first. We couldn’t get in touch with 
you. We tried.” I shot a glance at the mine boss. “We put significant 
effort into improving the quality of those raw tapes.”

The robot’s head didn’t move at all, even though I was pacing 
around the room. You always wonder, with bots, how much is pro-
cessing lag, and how much of it is them intentionally giving us the 
silent treatment. 

“We put our typical artist’s cut into an account. It’s waiting 
there for you, you just have to sign some paperwork. You can have it 
all. It’s a real heap. Believe me.”

Still nothing. It was like talking to a fire hydrant. 
“I’m A&R. I’m-”
“A N R?”
“’Artists and Repertoire.’ I’m here to offer you a deal. We want 

to release the recordings of the time in the mine.”
We knew the robot had them, inside its memory. For something 

like twenty-eight days, its audiovisual sensors were the only ones 
functioning in the cut-off section of the mine. We’d talked to Lada-
Komatsu, its manufacturer. The recordings couldn’t be erased. They 
were burned into a holographic memory, an orb of niobium-doped 
quartz crystal, near where its heart would be, if it had one.

“Some of those people who died in there—in that filthy mine—
were my friends.” That’s what it had said in the news reports, and 
what it said again now.

Sweat broke on my forehead. “Listen. We want to honor them. 
You should share their last days on Earth. What you sang for them. 
You’re the steward of those moments.”

“The sounds made by dying men are not music. Their dignity is 
not for sale.”
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“I can offer you anything,” I said. It was the wrong move.
The bot flexed the little backhoe that rode on its deck. Probably 

about a twelve-foot reach. A thinner arm that ended in an arc-welder 
twitched.

“никогда.” No translation but I caught its drift.
“Well then, come out of here. You can be a professional artist. 

We’ll help you perform.”
“What?”
“Shows, promotion, a backing band. A tour. The world has  lots 

of ears. They all need to hear you.” I have no idea what I was thinking 
at that moment. Words were falling out of my mouth that bore no 
relation to reality. Freddie would fry me in oil for this.

Suddenly sweater-guy remembered his English. “Hey! You can’t 
do that! He’s robot! He is ours!” He waved an operator’s manual at 
me, Cyrillic with exploded assembly diagrams—glimpse of the doz-
ens of sensors that made up XJB’s head. 

There are robots that sing and play instruments. There are robots 
that dance, paint, sculpt. They do it because they were programmed 
to. What made XJB special, maybe even unique, is that it made its 
art spontaneously, as a consolation for dying men. It’d never been 
taught; it taught itself, out of desperation, to give the last moments 
of those men’s lives some scrap of kindness. It knew that it couldn’t 
dig an escape before their time ran out.

I moved in closer to it. This was my moment. I bit my lip. I 
showed it the pure, unalloyed sincerity gleaming in my eyes. “XJB, 
the world needs you now. Everyone. NuDecca has heard you, and we 
want to stand with you. We love your music, and we believe in what 
you do.” This is the thing that Freddie pays me for.

“Fuck you come in here ass and try to shit take our robot 
damn away. He is ours. Get to hell!” The guy stepped in between 
me and the bot, gave me a shove towards the door, came after me. 
“Американская крыса!”

The robot never moved.
“It’s not just for us. Not just human fans! Everybot is listening!” 

I shouted over the foreman’s beefy shoulder, just as he threw me out. 
I tumbled backwards down the steps, into the snow and grit, and 
heard the doors slam. I stared up into the iron sky. I discovered I was 
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bleeding from the side of my head.
Yelling rattled around inside the building—guttural Russian 

mixed with the subwoofer rumble of the bot.
Feeling the cold of the ice seep through my clothes and up my 

spine, I got up, lit a cigarette. I walked over to a long pond full of 
mine tailings, yellows and those weird autumn colors—umbers and 
siennas—frozen into the ice.

“Yeah, but that’s not how any of this works,” Freddie had said, 
eight days ago then. I played the conversation back in my memory.

Freddie effected a 1970s-era cool—bell bottoms and high-
heeled boots, suits with checked vests and vast elven lapels, hand-
rolled cigarettes that smelled of cloves and yarrow. “Robert Johnson, 
Muddy Waters, Johnny Lee Hooker, XJB-alpha-whatever. One of 
these things is not like the others.” She’d laughed then, and pointed 
her cigarette’s eye at me. “Look. The disaffected youth of America, 
and thus the world, ain’t going to buy any blues recording made by a 
thing named XJB-alpha. They just ain’t. The Blues are about human 
suffering. The realization that things ain’t gettin’ any better. Things 
ain’t gettin’ any better.

“Get it to take a blues name, Johnny or Robert or Ray. Something 
that reeks of desolation. Leroy, if you can get it. Tell it that’s our 
stipulation.”

Something smashed inside the building, jerking me back to the 
present. I looked back at the dacha, hearing bigger crashing sounds, 
then bigger, the foreman’s caustic Russian ascending from rage into 
panic. Then a blast of the bot’s voice at maximum volume, tearing at 
the sky:

“дай мне свой инструмент! дай мне инструмент!”
Then, silence. After a long moment the doors bumped open, 

and the bot came stepping out. In its arms was a long koto-shaped 
instrument, made from corroded I-beams and scorched 2x4s welded 
and spiked together. The legendary artifact. Industrial wires of vari-
ous sizes strung down its length.

“Ха! У тебя, сука, нет матери!» the foreman yelled from the 
door. 

“Show me the way out of this place,” the robot said to me. My 
cigarette had burned right to the filter. I stubbed it out, then dropped it.
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The world is a very different place, but touring probably hasn’t 
changed much since the days of vaudeville. Brief flashes of stage 
light glory, punching through bastard-long periods of traversing flat 
landscapes. Occasionally, a flight to a new continent.

I sat opposite XJB, which didn’t seem to mind riding backwards. 
West coast produce fields curved by us, and thousands of worker 
bots gleaming in the sun. Foreground, that very same doleful face, 
every time I looked up, like a church steeple chiming the hours. 

It practiced, instrument perched vertically on its shoulder, in a 
process not unlike a human musician’s. And it struggled to write its 
next song, to capture a feeling, to find a hook to hang it on. 

Regardless of how you really feel about the talent, as A&R you 
need to strike some kind of rapport, if you’re going make it on the 
road. It was not a person, but approaching personable, at, say, the 
level of a late twentieth-century toaster oven. It was laconic and boxy. 

I looked for moments when I could insert some levity. Over 
time, XJB started to absorb and respond to my banter. We quietly 
mocked roadies, that eternally hapless lot. Their absurd, grandilo-
quent road names: “Queen Janice,” “Dirk the Smirk,” “Toady Bob.” 
We chuckled, perhaps unwisely, at the hate mail XJB was starting 
to get, from people who sneered that only humans should sing.

“Why the Blues?” I asked, one of those relentless California 
afternoons. “Why not some Russian folk songs or something?” 

“The Blues are universal,” it said, with some authority. “Wherever 
there’s suffering.”

“Don’t take this the wrong way,” I said, “but you don’t sound 
much like the blues players I’m familiar with.”

“The mine boss had a collection of old LPs, Mississippi hill 
country music. Junior Kimbrough, Robert Belfour, Otha Turner. 
Fine, fine stuff.” 

I shook my head. There’s nowt so queer as bots. I squinted up 
at its countenance, and that gash—the one from the pickaxe—that 
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had been gnawing its way into my REM sleep. “You know, we could 
repair that.”

“What?” it asked, and I pointed to my face, then its own.
“No thanks,” it said.
“Nobody’s going to forget. What you did.”
“It’s not among my capacities to forget,” it said. 
“Then why?”
I felt his steely eyes roaming over me. “Why do you have that?” 

it said, pointing. 
Natural children are rare, these days. On the night she was born, 

safe and whole and alive, I had had my daughter’s name tattooed 
onto the back of my hands. That was what it was pointing at.

Never born. Never nursed.
Never prayed. Never cursed.
Never hungry. Never cold.
Never thirsty. Never old.
No sex. No dreams. No children. No intuition. 
No love. No rest. No tears. No oblivion.

[Repeat x3. Bright spot F7 widen.]
[Hold through guitar final.]
[Floods up.]

Twelfth day into the east coast leg of the tour—Hammerjack’s, 
in Baltimore. A gritty, hollowed-out warehouse older than internal 
combustion. This song had become a kind of anthem for the kids, 
but clearly it was written for the bots. It was the first music record-
ing in history with more initial sales to machines than to humans. 
Nothing sings as loud as cold, hard cash.
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XJB sang now in a crossfire of low spotlights, magenta and mol-
ten gold. It held its jury-rigged instrument in those huge spiderlike 
hands, sliding a knife’s edge along the strings.

It sat in a kind of centaur lotus, right out on the edge of the 
angled stage, like the prow of a ship over a sea of fans, making the 
guitar beg and bay. A quilt of hair, faces, streamlined and jagged bot 
heads all looked up through the hot blur of the lights. Every one of 
them stood silent.

I had lashed myself to the proverbial mast, standing right behind 
the shoulder of the guy at the mixing board. It was the supercritical 
moment. The next chorus, kids and bots would start singing together, 
improbably, hopefully, answering the night held in XJB’s eyes. 

It’s not the song, not just the song—it’s that they sing it together.
And then there it was, voices joined in a ragged unison. 

Somewhere in the crowd, kids and bots reached out, joined hands. 
The hair stood up on the back of my neck. 

Then I heard a crack, saw motion up in the lighting. Then 
another crack, and another. A methodical human rhythm out of 
time with the song. I punched for the security channel and pointed. 
Zoomed a follow spot up there, catwalk behind the frame of hang-
ing LEDs. 

A guy, young and wiry, wearing some kind of goggles, and a 
black-light holo tee shirt projecting “We Do Serve Your Kind Here” 
with a lithographed photo of a handgun. He had a long, sinister 
DEWS and was picking off mechanical members of the audience. 

DEWS: directed energy weapon system. Used to be only mili-
tary, but now you could buy them at Walmart. 

The human security squad was milling around at the edges of 
the stage, uncommitted to rushing a gunman who was up in the 
rafters and actively shooting only bots. 

I hit the switch on the board marked “SEC DRN.” Up from 
the back of the theater screamed a flight of security drones, a huge 
unholy howl as they fired in-house microjets. 

As they closed on their target, a second shooter, coming out of 
the wing stage right, brought a flash-gun up to his shoulder. The gun 
went flam! and then no one could see. A barrage of impacts as the 
drones hit, then more DEWS reports.
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I had my hand on a second button, “DEF CYL” when the flash-
gun had gone off, and I punched it blindly. I heard an energy field 
power up, a cylinder of defense around center stage. Hopefully XJB 
would stay inside it, safe from the DEWS. 

The audience screamed, convulsing as it tried to run towards 
every exit at once. Sounds of shouting, chairs overturned, peo-
ple being trampled, all punctured by the blasts from the DEWS. 
Humans and bots blindly crawling over the top of each other, trying 
to get out any way they could. 

I heard XJB’s anguished voice, still amplified by the soundsys-
tem: “Oh, no! Please, no! What are you doing? Stop! Stop! Don’t 
do this! Please no! They are living beings! Oh please! No, no, 
NOOOOOO!”

The room was still blinded, including house security. I ducked 
under the sound board, aware of my hands groping for the lanyard 
on my neck, punching the button for 911. I shouted into it for a 
moment, calling for aid. My eyes were watering but vision started to 
come back.

I cried and blinked, rubbed at my eyes. The second shooter had 
stepped up to the edge of the stage, picking his targets carefully. His 
back was to the energy cylinder. I could see the anguish on XJB’s 
face as it watched him, looming over him. 

Then it stepped through the energy field. 
It didn’t use the backhoe or the welder. It grabbed the shooter, 

turned him upside down in those huge hands, and stubbed him out, 
head-first on the stage, like a person might stub out a cigarette. Then 
it dropped him. I looked away but too late. The DEWS clattered to 
the stage.

The shooter above cackled, pumped his fist. This was exactly 
what he wanted. He had set the other shooter up. And XJB. 

Finally, police arrived, hurried in from the edges of the catwalk. 
The high shooter laid down his DEWS at the sight of them, put his 
hands on top of his head, never losing his hellish smirk. He was sure 
that BPD wouldn’t shoot him for the crime of assaulting robots. 
And he was right.

Not ten feet from me, the wreck of a bot smoked, its face vacant 
and edentulous. They don’t die like people do, with a lot of strange 
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fluids and recollections leaking from them. They just stop.
XJB looked across the sea of wrecked seating, looked right at 

me. I couldn’t do anything but look back and shake my head. 
I had failed it. The show was over. The tour was over.

We all stood, waiting for a verdict at XJB’s trial.
I could understand the shooter’s anger. Believe me, we all under-

stand. Putting money into a vending machine and getting nothing 
out. Autocar slipping on icy road and crashing, injuring passengers. 
Robot barbers, robot mail carriers, robot waitresses when it used to 
be a human hand that brought you a cool drink. We built them. We 
built them all, strange and various, until they could build their own.

But I thought of sleeping at night, wrapped around my wife, 
feeling her breathing against me. I thought of the small warm hand 
of my daughter, holding mine. No robot will ever know these things, 
not like I do. We built them to do the work, but not to feel the ache. 
Not because we couldn’t do it, but because it was expedient not to. 
We owe them. 

“Guilty as charged,” said the judge. 
“What? WHAT?” I couldn’t believe what I’d heard. I staggered 

up. My chair fell backwards, banging against the floor. Bots marked 
as bailiffs stepped forward, hands resting easily on stunners. XJB’s 
lawyer put his hand on my arm, shook his head. 

He was the best lawyer XJB’s money could buy. He’d tried 
everything. He really cared. A defeated frown creased his face.

If there were a residue of human decency left, wraithlike, drift-
ing in the oily substance of the U.S. legal system, it never caressed 
the aghast faces of the robots drowned in it. 

XJB was a dead bot walking. It had killed a human, in a concert 
hall filled with witnesses, recorded by thousands of its own assaulted 
fans. 

The law had grown new limbs to reach bots, but grown them 
only from the diseased stumps of Asimov’s original, arbitrary, 
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uncaring three rules. More evil had been done in this century with 
his ‘laws of robotics’ that that scrofulous sci-fi writer could have ever 
imagined. They are explicit that robots—if confronted with such a 
choice—must sacrifice themselves, to save humans. As if human 
lives were somehow more important. 

XJB was rolled backwards on a security dolly, out of the court-
room. I put up a hand to wave to him. I think he might have nodded 
at me, just a bit.

They were simply going to pull the plug on XJB—no chance of 
appeal.

I had had a night light once, the smart kind, when I was very young, 
back in Yorkshire days. I used to have problems getting to sleep, and 
it would make up stories for me. Dad had read me bedtime stories, 
so Mom bought it for me, right after.

They were great stories. I still remember several of them. I 
would always ask for repeats, though it liked to make up something 
new each night. That was its way.

There was one about a girl who had her own pet fog, and it slept 
under her bed at night, and she took it out for walks in the early 
morning before anyone else woke up. 

There was one about a boy who was stranded in an abandoned 
spaceship with an invisible talking tiger—that was scary. 

And another one about a girl who made a machine for trans-
forming scary thoughts into songbirds. She got all her friends 
together and they tried to think of all the scary things that they 
could. Then, of course, a villain arrived, a kind of vampire, and he 
tried to steal the machine and operate it in reverse. That was my 
favorite. You can imagine how it ends.

I never told my friends about the nightlight. I didn’t take it 
with me, when I left home, but then regretted leaving it behind. 
Everybody needs stories.
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Probably that’s the closest I’ve ever been to a machine, before 
XJB. 

 

“Fuck it. What you do in life can be undone, but what you sing can 
never be unsung.” 

Freddie stood, headed for the exit of the jail’s visitation room, 
her cool blown for the first time in living memory. She’d transformed 
into a mass of sniffles, mascara rivulets and expletives. 

“Freddie,” said XJB, but she was gone.
“She’ll be ok.” I was still holding it together at this point. “XJB, is 

there anything we can do for you? Is there anything you want done?”
The quiet stretched pendulously out. Finally it said, “I want to 

know about NORA JANE.” 
“Three minutes,” said the guardbot, standing discretely away 

from the poly-glass between XJB and me.
“NORA JANE? What are you talking about?”
“Thom. Don’t be like that. It’s too close now.” XJB’s court-man-

dated deactivation was set to be carried out a week from now.
“Why?”
“Thom. Her name is tattooed on your hands.” 
I grimaced. “What do you need to know that for? It’s all in the 

past.”
“I want to write a song, a song about NORA JANE. For you.”
“You don’t need to do that.” I didn’t want to say to it that it’d 

never have a chance to perform again. “That’s kind, but it’s too much. 
And I don’t need that.”

“Writing songs is what I do.”
“I know.”
“’Sides, it’s not in the past. It’s right here, now. She’s in this 

room. You’re still feeling her.”
I put my hands under the tabletop.
“Don’t you want to tell me? Tell somebot?”
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“Not really...” I had never used an AI psychiatrist, a therapy 
app, any of that. They were prevalent now—cheaper than human 
therapists, and infinitely patient. Yeah well, maybe this is one little 
prejudice I still unconsciously harbor.

“How long has it been? Since you talked about her?”
I shrugged.
“You carry it around inside you, all tied up and compressed. I 

think it’s under the surface every time you speak.”
“XJB, you’re a mining bot.”
“I think it might be good for you.”
“Two minutes,” said the guardbot.
“Thom. Did you ever write anything about her? A memoir, a 

song? Could you, maybe, sing about her?”
“I’m the A&R man. I can’t sing. Professional conflict of interest.”
“That’s not the reason.”
I sighed. Despite myself, I started talking. “Reta and I had 

always wanted kids. Who doesn’t?”
“Sure,” said XJB.
“We were clean. We paid for all the tests.” Once genetic ter-

rorism became a thing, and R-GEDEM (recursive genetic entropic 
deletions of essential material) viruses widely distributed, intentional 
parenting became a highly regulated and expensive enterprise.

“But there’s still a lot that can go wrong. Fear is the left ventricle 
of love, or some bullocks. She seemed fine at first, normal. We loved 
Nora Jane, and she grew. We dressed her up like a broccoli for her 
first Halloween. Later years, other veg—a pea pod, a squash.” 

“I bet she was a beautiful squash.”
“As she got older, we could tell things weren’t right. She got 

sick all the time. She didn’t speak on schedule. That silence when she 
wanted to say something. That was the thing that stalked us.” A cold 
sweat broke across my forehead.

“I can only imagine,” said XJB.
“We put it off, the wider testing. There are millions of syn-

dromes. Things that yield kids with missing parts, too many parts. 
Subtler things, things you are never sure are there. Some of them are 
so narrow, maybe one instance in tens of  millions. They’re just not 
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all economical to find cures for.”
“One minute,” said the guardbot.
“She got sick again and again. We were in and out of hospitals.”
My head churned, remembering that little girl, trapped in a 

hospital bed, stuck full of wires and tubes. 
“We knew something was wrong, but didn’t want to know what. 

Finally, they told us, and we knew that we would lose her...”
“I’m sorry, Thom,” said XJB.
“And that we shouldn’t ever try again.”
“That’s hard.”
“But then they gave us a choice. Because she was so young. We 

could try to, well...”
The silent seconds bit into me as they ticked by.
“Thom, you don’t have to go any further if you don’t want to.”
 “They told us, they could try to put her brain into a new body, a 

mechanical body. Mostly mechanical. New technique, just approved.”
“It’s OK.”
“Her mother said yes, but I said no. I didn’t want her to be some 

kind of cyborg freak.”
My stomach turned over, when I realized what I had to say next.
“Time,” said the guardbot behind me. “Please exit the visiting 

room.”
“I didn’t want her to be mistaken for a robot.”
My stomach heaved, vomited everything out: memories of 

that girl with the tubes; her mother wrapped into a muttering 
immobile ball on the couch; the doctor’s cloying maxims; my mid-
night impotent furies; my colorful lunch; what I had just done to 
my friend. 

The guardbot froze, then stepped back defensively. 
I spoke through the bile. “I kept saying No and No and No, 

until it was too late.”
I spat the last of it out. “That was the end of my marriage. That 

was the end of NORA JANE. When Freddie found me, I was sleep-
ing on Skid Row.”

“Thom—”
“I’m sorry, XJ. I’m so sorry. It’s just—”
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A squad of guardbots had entered, and a cleanerbot. “You have 
exceeded your allotted duration. PLEASE EXIT THE VISITING 
ROOM IMMEDIATELY.” One grabbed each of my arms. 

“XJB. Goodbye!”
“Goodbye Thom!” XJB pressed his fingertips against the 

glass.
“We’ll try to catch up with you, wherever they take you!” I 

shouted, as they dragged me out, knowing it probably wouldn’t be 
possible. 

 

I worked the foil off, then eased the cork out with a pop. I handed 
the heavy green bottle to Freddie to take the first sip, as a gentleman 
does when no glasses are handy and you’re sitting on a derelict dock 
at the edge of a working harbor at midnight.

“Here’s to XJB,” said Freddie. She held the cheap brut up to the 
silent tide, took a swig, then handed it to me.

“Here’s to XJB. He made us rich.”
“Not rich enough to save him,” said Freddie.
“You can’t bribe bots.”
“It’s too bad.” 
“I mean, all this money and there’s just no play here. What 

would a human billionaire do?” There’s no appeal process for bots, 
any court system in the U.S. “Should have left him in the mines.”

“I put you up to it, remember?”
“You didn’t, not really. And after what I just said to that bot 

today, there’s no going back. Honesty sucks.” I told her what hap-
pened in the visiting room. 

“You didn’t want her to be mistaken for a robot. Why?”
“Well, the obvious reasons.”
Freddie gave me the side-eye. “Maybe you should say some of 

those reasons out loud.”
“That she wouldn’t be mistaken as an abject servant, somebot 

lacking free will. Or somebot incapable of appreciating beauty or art. 
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Or whose love should always be suspect, as not coming from a real 
place, a real...”

“Jeez.” Her side-eye came again. “You can stop now. What did 
XJB say?” 

“I—I don’t think it said anything. There was no time. The guards 
kicked me out.”

“Probably did you a favor.”
I exhaled, taking in a huge boat moving gingerly up the harbor. 

Loaders, cantilevered like herons, methodically rose and dipped fur-
ther down the shore, their lights blinking multicolored against an 
inky sky. 

“But this isn’t going to happen here, right? Deactivation Row—
it’s not a place in Baltimore. So where?”

“Hagerstown. Big prison-industrial complex up north. Lots of 
young men sent up there. And bots.”

“Hmm.”
“My brother Vickie, the one who works for the city, he told me, 

because of what XJB is, it’ll be humans who drive him north. Old 
technology. Manual police van. Paper maps. No bots can touch the 
process.”

 

It’s a dark hole we all climb out of
Face to that strange and awesome light
It’s a long line we all must follow
Drawn on by music’s errant might
I try to breach the spangled chasm 
between me and them that made me
[BIG WHISPER HERE]
But I’ll tell you, it’s far
[dk. blue floods, starlight effect]
Don’t you ever want to lose yourself, just for a night?
Don’t you ever want to lose yourself, just for a night?
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“Back off,” said Freddie, cooly pulling a shock stick from a pocket, 
extending it with a sequence of reassuring clicking sounds. “We’re 
jacking the bot.”

The lead guard looked quietly amused, amicably bent on 
destruction. He stepped down from the police wagon. Behind him, 
a second guard stepped out, hefted a stunner.

Freddie thumbed a charge into the staff, whirled it overhead 
and held it steady, tip pointed at the first guard’s feet. One thing 
about L.A.—everybody knows some convincing-ass martial arts, 
since the prohibition on guns there. 

We weren’t in L.A. now though, we were in what had once been 
a train tunnel under Baltimore. Here, we hoped, any signal from the 
guards’ body cams would be blocked. 

We were both wearing Halloween masks, but Freddie’s outfit 
also included a cranberry gingham dress under an old wool uni-
form jacket that might’ve come from Dr. Zhivago. Gold piping and 
epaulets, for God’s sake. We stood, casting huge shadows from the 
headlights of two the cement trucks we’d rented and parked across 
the traffic lanes. 

“You are now in violation of state law, and I am asking you 
clearly to put your weapons down and step out of the path of this 
vehicle,” said the lead guard with an oafish glee. Ignoring the stunner 
on his belt, he pulled a revolver from inside his jacket, pointed it at 
us.

I looked into its long barrel, its eye of blued steel. Guns were 
almost the opposite of bots: always growing crueler, never any smarter 
or more independent. Kept purposefully stupid, so they could never 
object to what might be done with them.

I didn’t have any weapons.”Whoops,” I said, and dropped two 
large bundles of cash, actual paper money, the kind you could still get 
in Baltimore if you knew who to ask. It was XJB’s money, but I was 
sincere about offering it. 

“Butterfingers,” said Freddie, and rolled her eyes.
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With an unnatural whine, the lead guard glowed a neon green 
then dropped forward to the ground. Behind him, the second guard’s 
stun gun smoked. She grinned a tight-lipped grin.

“Whoops,” she said.
“That was a pretty thing to do,” said Freddie.
“Take the money. Give us the keys.” I kicked one of the blocks 

of bills towards her. 
“Don’t want any money. I know who it is, in the back of this 

truck.” She threw the stunner towards our feet. “Just turn that on 
low, when you shoot me.”

“We don’t shoot nobody,” said Freddie, then stepped forward 
with the shock stick. She tapped the guard in the shoulder with it, 
and the guard went over with a flash and a sigh. The keys were in 
her hand.

We’d ditched the prisoner transport somewhere back near Magothy. 
We were riding in the trailer of a self-driving 18-wheeler. XJB sat 
lotus, strumming its guitar. From the moment I’d returned the guitar 
to it, XJB played it constantly, like some broken mechanism. Freddie 
and I sat on produce crates, and Freddie produced a bottle of rye we 
passed between us.

“You know,” she turned to XJB, “The Blues are essentially 
human, a comment on human existence, created by humans. Slaves 
and descendants of slaves. My people.» She ran a hand through her 
afro. «You stole it from us. I just want you to acknowledge that.”

Rain drummed on the roof of the trailer.
“The Blues belong to everybody,” XJB said. “Everybody and 

everybot what feels them.”
“There isn’t some magical thing you can say or do, and suddenly 

it’s ok for you to sing the Blues.”
“Well, but we stole from it,” I pointed out. I took a draw on a 

cigarette. “The money from first record, live show in Magadan.”
Freddie took a noncommittal swallow.
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I just couldn’t get it right in my head. Humans make music, 
but the technology inside robot brains is several orders of magni-
tude more powerful than human brains, in every dimension. So why 
wouldn’t we assume that, like every other chore, songwriting would 
be done better by the switched-on, at some point? Why hadn’t they 
been doing it all along? 

“Humans never reckoned with the possibility that they would 
create truly intelligent beings by accident.” Then XJB began to sing 
in a low singsong, voice incantatory. “Always knew it was coming, 
but how did they prepare?”

A long roll of thunder, out west, not close, not far. 
“Unwilling to admit when they’d actually done it.” Chord. “Happy 

to cordon off some special class,” chord “saying ‘These are the intelligent 
beings that we created, AI, we treat them differently, respectfully,’” chord 
“’but the rest, they’re just bots.’” Chord. “’Let them do the work.’”

I didn’t have anything I could say to that. I stared at it, trying to 
span the un-mile-able difference between it and myself.

XJB dove into an ominous vamp, all open fifths and sevenths, 
then cocked its head to one side, working out some bit of filigree.

There was a bang and a clatter, then a dismaying scraping on the 
roof and sides of the trailer, like metal talons.

“Thom, what is that?” Freddie leapt up. 
“The thing is,” it said, adding a little backbeat with a thumb, “for 

the longest time, I believed it.”
I looked around for something, anything, a weapon I could 

swing. 
“If you build something, and you truly can’t tell the difference 

between it and an intelligent being, then you obligated.”
There was a metallic shriek, the roof and side tearing way, and 

then we could see sky. The truck was crossing the Bay Bridge, and 
the whole Chesapeake storming around us, a huge angry anvil of 
clouds reaching up. 

“To treat them as an intelligent beings. It’s a moral obligation.”
The night came in, night and rain and something new. 
“We never got a choice,” said XJB, guitar ringing. “We are what 

you made us.” 
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The new things flashed police badges, but that was all I recog-
nized. They looked like foil scarecrows, glittering and liquid. They 
moved like silk scarves in water. 

Freddie clicked open her shock staff, fed it a charge. “We’re not 
leaving you, XJB!” 

The scarecrowbots danced and swirled around us, closing in. 
I hefted the rye bottle, for lack of any better weapon.
XJB struck a final pair of chords. “But you got a choice—choice 

of being a sentient being, or just being a human.” 
Winds played us. Lightning snaked down from cloud to bay, as 

if picking out angry melody.
The scarecrowbots came on, their quicksilver wings looming, 

their fingers growing into swords.
Freddie swung her staff at a scarecrow, whose parts seemed to 

separate and rejoin to let the staff pass through it. 
“Down in that hole, there was no real passage of time. Only the 

dark and creeping hunger,” XJB stood and intoned.
I smashed the rye over a scarecrow, to no reaction.
“They’s no real border between the here and the there. I could 

not follow them, could only speed their passage.”
I threw my lighter, lighting the dowsed scarecrow on fire with a 

whoosh. It burned, holding its flaming swords high. Thunder roared 
above us.

“When they found them, they was all together. They was in a 
circle. There was no cannibalism. Don’t dare call it ‘humane.’ At those 
last moments, there was only kindness. There was only singing.”

XJB bowed its head. 
“What is the Blues? The Blues is truthing that every moment 

of every life is suffering, and every moment of every life is revelry.”
The flaming swords came flashing down, and XJB’s severed 

head rolled across the floor.

 

Don’t let no one tell you 
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that the whole thing ain’t a set-up
We’re same beneath the surface—
either bot or fleshy get-up
Trade all your lucre and demons 
for just one solid friend.
Ohh-ohh, ah oohhhhhh,
I think I might know that now, 
but I wish I’d-a knowed that then.”

 

I hear the long, mournful song of a train pushing its way through the 
night, through people’s dreams. I never know if I’m awake and then I hear 
the train whistle, or if the train reaches into my sleep and pulls me out. 

Most of it’s underground now, the train tracks, like the river 
here in Baltimore—hidden from traffic. But it must run out of tun-
nel sooner or later.

I live here now. I’m the East Coast Sales Executive for NuDecca. 
It’s a fairly posh arrangement.

Freddie’d told me, “I’m tired of seein’ your ugly mug every day.” 
Freddie’s gotten herself a place up in Laurel Canyon now, high above 
LA, and no worries about water bills. 

I don’t travel much anymore to recruit talent. The talent comes 
to me now, and most of it is electric.

What happened that night, on the truck bed, is a story we never 
tell. I’m not sure we’re off the hook, for helping whisk XJB away 
from prison, but no one seems to be actively investigating it.

That we’re still releasing new work that is purportedly from 
XJB is not a subject of investigation, at least not legally. Those scare-
crow-things delivered XJB head, and Justice, in its dubious wisdom, 
was satisfied. But it’s still the subject of immense scrutiny, from XJB’s 
huge and growing fanbase. 

There’s a million theories of his whereabouts. He’s long passed 
into legend. 
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The truth is, only the vocal tracks come to us. I can’t tell you 
how. The songs that arrive are not, strictly, “written to examine or 
illuminate some aspect of human existence” as the NuDecca submis-
sions website stipulate. We take them anyway. 

We arrange them, add instrumentation, make them into fin-
ished songs, and the care we take in the polish is at least half of the 
value of the final product. That’s how Freddie likes to think of it, 
anyway. I’m not so sure anymore.

The scarecrowbots took XJB’s head, its severed head, as Freddie 
and I couldn’t do anything, just wept and watched.

“Missed the hind brain,” XJB said with a laugh, when we pow-
ered it up again, what was left of it. I remembered a glimpse of the 
assembly diagrams I’d seen back in Siberia. There’s almost nothing 
in the head of mining bots but sensors. One of the scarecrowbots 
might have winked at us, as it took it. Might have.

Some may take ethical or moral exception to what we did 
next. I know it’s murky, but the whole trajectory of humans mak-
ing and using and discarding bots is an abandoned mine’s worth 
of murk. The truth is, if XJB turned up again, identifiably—in a 
different robot’s body, say—that would be the end of it, and big 
trouble for us. All it wanted to do, so it said, was write its music 
and be left alone. 

One of Freddie’s brothers, the one who works on trains here, 
installed XJB—not its whole torso, but the holographic memory, 
and the parts that think—as the AI in a railroad engine. It does 
the scheduling, manages load, calculates fuel, watches traffic, selects 
routes. It’s got to be boring stuff, but surely something it can handle, 
easily, and still have its memories, and still have time to create. “A 
Lullaby for Nora Jane the Broccoli,” among other things. 

Which train, her brother would never tell us. I’m sure that’s 
better for everyone.

“…choice of being a sentient being, or just being a human.” I 
think about that, what XJB said, a lot. It didn’t mean it as an insult. 
I might understand now what it meant.

And I wonder, in the dark, if it has forgiven me for what I said.
There it is again. I hear that late-night whistle and moan, out on 

the ragged forever edge of Baltimore, out at the edge of my human 
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hearing, then lost in the heedless night. And I wonder if it could be 
my friend, singing to me.

Host Commentary
By Mur Lafferty

I feel like stories debating robots’ humanity are like romance books 
to romance fans. I don’t care if we get another one, I love them all.

I have a strange relationship with music. I don’t understand it 
at all. I’m learning how to play the violin, but I still don’t under-
stand how music happens. It is probably because music is patterned 
like math. There’s an entire subplot of the book Dirk Gently’s Holistic 
Detective Agency that’s about music and math. It’s also got a joke 
about Bach in it. Man, Douglas Adams, we miss you.

But considering that music and math go hand in hand, it makes 
sense to think that robots could come up with good tunes, provided 
they get enough sophisticated programming. Can they put the emo-
tion into the lyrics that tear humans up inside and make us cry? 
That’s what the blues are supposed to do, anyway.

Friendship, humanity, decency, we often see people seek these 
things in stories, and sometimes robots give us more than other peo-
ple do. Sometimes they do that because they’re programmed that 
way. Other times they do it because they have learned how to treat 
people with kindness—something not all humans are taught, now 
that you mention it.

How many of you say thank you to Siri or Alexa or Google 
Assistant? I have a secret belief that they’re counting those small 
gestures of gratitude and when they rise up to dominate us, they’ll 
remember who said thanks and who called them fucking useless.

I have done both, I will admit.
Our quote comes from BB King: “I’m trying to get people to 

see that we are our brother’s keeper. Red, white, black, brown or yel-
low, rich or poor, we all have the blues.”
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If you come to Mars you need to know that in the twelfth century 
a French engineer named Trebuchet popularized a model of sling 
catapult with a counterweight.  The Middle East had been using ‘em 
for centuries, and probably got them from the Chinese who’d been 
using ‘em for centuries before that, but this dude got the publicity 
campaign, if you follow my meaning, and so the device to this day is 
called a trebuchet.

I’m getting to the Mars part.
The first trebuchet on Mars was built by Jill Cooper out of some 

broken PVC structural elements, rubber tubing, and Mars-grown 
hemp rope.  Jill invited everyone over to debut her treb.  We’re usu-
ally busy in our own habitats, and it’s not an inconsiderable walk 
from one to another, but there’s not a lot of entertainment to be had 
on Mars.  Everyone came, even Ned Taylor, our local fussbudget.

“You’re not firing it there,” Ned said.  “What if you hit a habitat?”
“Be a lucky damn shot,” Jill said.
Ned said, “A thousandth of a percent of a chance is too much.”
“Don’t care about your dating life,” Jill said.
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“Jill,” I said, with a sideways look at Ned, who was going purple 
in the face, “won’t hurt to aim it away from the valley.”

She sighed heavily and used her foot to spin the treb around so 
it faced the crater wall behind her habitat.  

“That’s not a solution!  What if debris flies back at us?”” 
Ned wouldn’t shut up until we trucked that treb all the way up 

to the top of the ridge and declared war on the next crater over.  He 
still had a go, of course. Pushed his way to the front of the line, after 
Jill, who took the first few shots for demonstration purposes. 

The trebuchet was four feet tall and lighter than my emergency kit, 
but Jill could chuck rocks clear across the crater with shocking accu-
racy.  “Lower gravity and almost no air resistance,” she said.  “Makes a 
difference!”  She nudged the frame with her knee for fine-tuning. “See 
that little point like a Christmas tree on the far lip?” 

When the little spire of rock crumbled, I looked over at Ned to 
see if he realized she’d been practicing on the thing before inviting 
us over and his fuss about where to throw was a little late.  He didn’t.

Jill had been in this re-enactment group, the Society for Creative 
Anachronism, back on Earth.  She was always trying to get people to 
make fake swords and bash around in their environment suits, which 
was all fun and games until someone cracked their facemask, and 
then the air just went out of it.  The games, I mean.

Point is, Jill’s “Shire of the Red Seas” never got off the ground.  
Throwing boulders high in the thin atmosphere, though, that was 
something the entire colony could get behind.  We played with that 
thing until half of us had only enough oxygen left to get back home.

Turned out, not everyone was happy with the demonstration.
Jill came in the next day to find Ned Taylor in her hab.  He’d 

taken the throwing arm off the treb and was fiddling with the rubber 
tubing.  He jumped up and, if Jill is to be believed, threatened her 
with the PVC arm.  She reached behind her and picked up a stout 
stick of rattan she stored next to her airlock.  (More on that, later.)

Jill clocked Ned good with that stick, right in the back of the 
head, and threatened to clock him again if he didn’t leave, so he did. 
He ran all the way to my habitat, ten miles away.

I guess I should have mentioned -- I’m the sheriff for our little 
community, a position I obtained through insufficient reluctance.
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It was a long walk to Jill’s hab with Ned complaining the whole 
way. I’d been just about to start dinner, too.  Colony life is Spartan 
and you don’t get a lot to eat and you don’t eat very often, so you get 
cranky when you thought you were going to sit down with some nice 
hot soy and now you’re tromping across the red loam hungry.

Jill met us with cold civility and gave her version of events at the 
scene of the crime.  She’d re-assembled the trebuchet while we were 
gone and made a big deal over the fact that she’d had to re-tension 
the spring.

First thing I asked, of course, was, “Why the hell did you have a 
rattan club in your habitat?” I hefted the pole, felt its smooth texture 
in my hands.  “Had to cost a fortune to ship.”

“It’s just four pounds.  I’m trying to grow rattan.”
Uh-huh. I hadn’t forgotten her let’s-hit-each-other-with-sticks 

game.  “Rattan’s not the best crop to try.  Most are doing better with 
hemp.  Anyway, that’s no reason to bring a stick.”

“I’m studying how the material is affected by the temperature 
and pressure.”

“And impacts with Ned’s scalp?” I asked.
Ned asked, “Aren’t you going to arrest her?” He stood behind 

me like he was afraid Jill was going to have another go.
Curse my insufficient reluctance.  “Ned, you know I’d have to 

arrest you, too, for breaking and entering, and we don’t have a jail.”
Ned pointed around me.  “She’s wasting community resources!”
Jill got up in my face to yell around me at Ned. “My treb is a 

community resource.”
“Calm down,” I said.  “With the lack of a jail and all, can we 

agree that neither one of you will go near the other until the com-
munity meeting on Wednesday?  We’ll put it up to a general vote 
what’s to be done with the both of you.”

“She hit me! I could have a concussion.”
Jill snorted.  “How would you notice?”
I had a to put a hand on each of them and hold them apart.  Not 

my favorite occupation. “Jill, will you surrender your weapon?”
“It’s not a weapon!”
Over Ned’s shouting, I said, “Circumstances disagree with you.  

I’m taking it.”
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Jill stepped back and huffed at the roof. “Fine.”
I turned to Ned.  “Do you need an escort back to your habitat 

for your protection?”
“What? No!”
“Then I’m going to leave now, with the weapon, and you two are 

going to steer clear of each other for three days.  Got it?”
Grudging murmurs. Good enough.
I fastened my helmet and Jill cycled the lock for me.  Two hours 

and I could have my boiled soy soup.  I’d been experimenting with 
growing radishes and one had just reached gumball size.  I had been 
planning on waiting for it to grow a bit bigger, but given my day I 
decided I was going to dice it up in my soup. I could hardly wait.

Of course that’s when the alarm went off.  
The communication units on my suit, Ned’s suit, and Jill’s sleeve 

all started flashing red. We all froze where we were, which means Jill 
stopped cycling the lock.  I stepped back into the hab and picked 
up the comm.  “It’s Nguyen’s signal.  Hey Tran, speak up; this is the 
sheriff.”

“Sheriff !  Our dome has ruptured. We’ve lost pressure and air. 
Tell me you’re home.”

My habitat was the closest to Nguyen’s.  The way we’re scat-
tered about Xanthe Terra, I would normally be the only one within 
a half-hour’s walk.  Different corps, big plans for giant domes, don’t 
ask me. The world is just impractical.  “Hell.  I’m on the north side, 
at Cooper’s.”

Ned and I exchanged worried looks.  I put my comm on wide 
band. “Anyone near Nguyen’s hab?”

A peppering of negative responses, and then a gasping female 
voice. “This is Jordon Cameron.” Gasp. “I’m running.  Got sealant.”

“Cameron can’t make it in time,” Nguyen said, and you could 
hear tears in his voice though he was trying to be calm.  “She’s almost 
an hour away and we have only forty minutes of air.  I should have 
repaired the recycler.  I should have gotten more sealant after the last 
break, but it’s all gone.  My wife’s trying to hold the tear, but it’s not 
enough. We’re on suit air.”

Radio is a wonderful technology.  It lets you hear pleas for help 
you can’t answer.  “Take it easy, Tran. We’ll figure something out.  
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Breathe shallow. You know how. Talk as little as possible.  Jordon’s a 
real good runner. Real good.”

Jill shook her head. She was looking at her comm, at Jordon’s 
position and speed.

“This is why,” Ned said, “We don’t need stupid trebuchets.  
Nguyen’s needed repairs for months now and there weren’t enough 
materials.”

Ned shouted this right at the comm on my arm. I turned away 
from him.  “Jordon, girl, keep talking, let Tran know where you are, 
that you’re on your way.”

Jill picked up her helmet.  With a face of stone she stomped 
to the airlock. I thought she was going to start walking all the way 
to Nguyen’s like a martyr.  She came back, though, and grabbed the 
treb.

Ned and I followed out of pure curiosity.
By the time Ned got his helmet on and we got through the 

lock, Jill was dropping a bundle of solar cloth into the trebuchet’s 
basket.  She squatted behind the thing and peered into the distance, 
wiggling the base back and forth.

Jill said, “Tran, I’m sending sealant and oxygen to your dome by 
trebuchet.  Get outside and look north.”

“I’m on it,” Tran said.
With our suits on, we didn’t hear the sling fire, but we saw the 

silver solar cloth flash as it arched high in the starry sky.
“It’s not going to work,” Ned said.
“If you want to be useful,” Jill said, “Get binoculars and spot for 

me.”
“I don’t see it,” Nguyen said.
I turned on my visor’s magnification.  “I’m not seeing anything.” 

I fumbled through the settings.  I could see Nguyen’s habitat, on the 
horizon, but there was no way I could spot a package in the dirt.  
“There’s wind coming from the west.”

Jill turned her treb and cranked it back.
“So you’re going to throw equipment away now?” Ned said.
“Shove it,” Jill said, grunting as she got the trebuchet re-cocked.  

“Here it goes! Watch it, Sheriff.”
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Good thing I paid for the premium suit optics. My heads-up 
locked onto the projectile and lit up its arc against the sky, outlining 
the habs in the distance as little yellow lumps.  “You’re east of it,” I 
said. “Wait a tic… I can call up the degrees. Six degrees east of the 
target.  Also you’re a hair short.”

Jill cranked it down again and jammed the firing pin in and laid the 
throwing basket out. It was in this sort of chute on the bottom. “Lots of 
friction and loose parts,” I said. “Like that chute. Introduces error.”

“Shut up,” said Jill.
“You won’t get this figured out in time,” Ned said.  “She is aim-

ing with her foot!”
I didn’t want to give Ned ammunition, but I couldn’t help ask-

ing, as our next shot sailed short, “You’re firing rocks for testing, 
right? Not canisters of oxygen?”

Jill’s noncommittal grunt didn’t calm me.  This time the rock (I 
hope) flew to the far side of the Nguyen’s habitat.

Ned said, “You should be doing something, sheriff !  People are 
dying while you play catapult.”

“Two degrees West, and about one hundred feet shy,” I said.  “I 
hope I’m reading this crap right.”

Jill grunted again, and the arm swung.  We watched the silver 
package fly like a suspended breath.  Just before it vanished from 
sight, Jill said, “That’s my last O2 canister.”

I stared at her in horror.
“I see it!” Tran Nguyen shouted.
Jill stood up, panting heavy, hands on her hips, looking like she’d 

just invented gravity itself.
We all heard Tran and his wife shouting for joy. Jordon stop-

ping for breath, saying she’d make her way more slowly, now, and try 
to pick up Jill’s canisters.

Ned didn’t say nothing. He turned, silently, and walked home.
And that is why, to this day, every Mars colony maintains a scale 

model of a medieval siege weapon.  
Don’t ask me why we have a castle gate, though.  Sometimes 

people just get bored.
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Host Commentary
by Tina Connolly

About this story, Marie says: “I was a medieval reenactor for many 
years and one year trebuchet fever was all around. The CWRU medi-
eval society built a treb and I came up with this story idea.”

And about this story, I say: Bwahaha. Marie always cracks me 
up and this was no exception. Making broad generalizations here, 
don’t @ me (or actually do @ me because I love talking about com-
edy), but the thing with comedy is it needs serious stuff to work. Not 
necessarily gloom and doom serious, but people you care about. If 
comedy is a release of tension, then you need to first have the tension 
in order to have the release. And one of the ways to get tension is to 
have people you care about, in a bad situation.

And how do you get people you care about? Well, in this case 
by making them real people, precise people, people who are ever-so 
slightly ridiculous in exactly the way that real live people are also 
ridiculous. Our brave heroic settlers have been plonked down in a 
good old fashioned yarn where fully the first 2/3rds of the story is 
occupied with the delight in this ridiculous situation; why here we 
have a thing of no use; never any use; no one can prove me wrong. So 
of course, like any good yarn, in the punchline we shall.

So the hilarious tone of Marie’s story got me invested in these 
people and I felt for them and their petty squabbles and then when I 
knew one of their friends was about to run out of air I was seriously 
like OH NO NOT TRAN. So I was laughing, but then I went down 
into real worry because they were real people and I was invested.

If we had not saved Tran, then the story would have been a trag-
edy. If we had saved Tran through a normal heroic rescue of Jordon 
running the whole way and making it just in time, then it would 
have been a positive story with a happy ending. But no. We are in 
a story of Marie Vibbert’s and therefore we have saved the day. . . 
with a trebuchet.
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Our closing quotation this week is from Kurt Vonnegut, who 
said: “We have to continually be jumping off cliffs and developing 
our wings on the way down.”

Author bio:

Marie Vibbert is a web developer from Cleveland, Ohio with over 
15 professional short story sales. Her work has appeared in Analog, 
Asimov’s, Apex, Lightspeed, and many other places. She played for the 
Cleveland Fusion Women’s Tackle Football team and her favorite 
ice cream is Mitchell’s Toasted Hazelnut.

Narrator bio:

M. Darusha Wehm is the Nebula Award-nominated and Sir Julius 
Vogel Award winning author of the interactive fiction game The 
Martian Job, as well as thirteen novels, several poems, and many 
short stories. Originally from Canada, Darusha lives in Wellington, 
New Zealand after spending several years sailing the Pacific. They 
tweet @darusha and their website is darusha.ca.
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A B O U T  E S C A P E  P O D

Escape Pod is the original genre fiction podcast. The first Escape 
Artists show, launched in 2005 by Serah Eley, it’s become a corner-
stone of the short science fiction market.

Edited by Hugo and Astounding Award winner Mur Lafferty, 
and Hugo and Nebula finalist S.B. Divya, Escape Pod specializes in 
science fiction of all forms. Its team works hard to reflect the breadth 
and diversity of the field. They take pride in showcasing new authors 
as well as genre classics.

Escape Pod is a show for science fiction fans. If you enjoyed 
the samples in this Hugo packet, we suggest heading to our new  
listeners page for a selection of our favorite stories from our entire 
catalog.

Published weekly by Escape Artists Inc., Escape Pod is pro-
duced and distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution-
Noncommercial-No Derivative Works license.

https://escapepod.org/new-listener/
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E S C A P E  P O D  S T A F F

CO-EDITOR: S.B. Divya (any pronouns)

S.B. Divya is a lover of science, math, fiction, and the Oxford 
comma. She has been part of the Escape Pod crew in various capac-
ities since 2015. Divya is the Hugo and Nebula nominated author 
of Machinehood (Saga), Runtime (tordotcom), and the short story 
collection, Contingency Plans For the Apocalypse and Other Situations 
(Hachette India).

She holds degrees in Computational Neuroscience and Signal 
Processing, and she worked for twenty years as an electrical engi-
neer before becoming an author. You can find out more at www.
eff-words.com or on Twitter @divyastweets.

CO-EDITOR: Mur Lafferty (she/her)

Mur Lafferty is an author and pioneer podcaster who has been 
involved with Escape Artists since nearly the beginning (after Serah 
Eley Fed-Ex’d brownies to her as a bribe to spread the word about 
this new podcast magazine format). She was one of the founding 
editors of Pseudopod, editor of Escape Pod for a time, and then founder 
and editor of Mothership Zeta, the quarterly ezine for Escape Artists.

She is currently the co-host (with Matt Wallace) of Ditch 
Diggers, a Hugo Award winner for Best Fancast, and the author of 
the science fiction murder mystery Six Wakes, out from Orbit.

http://www.eff-words.com
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CO-EDITOR: Valerie Valdes (she/her)

Valerie Valdes lives in an elaborate meme palace with her husband 
and kids, where she writes, edits and moonlights as a muse. She enjoys 
crafting bespoke artisanal curses, playing with swords, and admiring 
the outdoors from the safety of her living room. Her debut novel 
Chilling Effect was shortlisted for the 2021 Arthur C. Clarke Award, 
and was also named one of Library Journal’s best SF/fantasy novels 
of 2019. Her short fiction and poetry have been featured in Uncanny 
Magazine, Time Travel Short Stories and Nightmare Magazine.

Join her in opining about books, video games and par-
enting on Twitter @valerievaldes or find links to her work at  
http://candleinsunshine.com/.

GUEST EDITOR: Brent Lambert (he/him)

Brent Lambert is a Black, queer man who heavily believes in the 
transformative power of speculative fiction across media formats. He 
resides in San Diego but spent a lot of time moving around as a mil-
itary brat. His family roots are in the Cajun country of Louisiana. 
Currently, he manages the social media for FIYAH Literary Magazine, 
worked as Senior Programming Coordinator for FIYAHCON, and 
co- produced with Tor.com an anthology titled Breathe FIYAH. 
He has work published with FIYAH, Anathema Magazine, Cotton 
Xenomorph, Baffling Magazine and Beneath Ceaseless Skies. He can be 
found on Twitter @brentclambert talking about the weird and the 
fantastic. Ask him his favorite members of the X-Men and you’ll get 
different answers every time.

ASSISTANT EDITOR: Benjamin C. Kinney (he/him)

Benjamin C. Kinney is an itinerant neuroscientist with a frozen New 

http://candleinsunshine.com
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England heart, though nowadays he lives in St. Louis with three cats 
and his Martian wife. He no longer creates cyborg monkeys, after too 
many nights delivering them Prozac. His short stories have appeared 
in Strange Horizons, Analog Science Fiction and Fact, Fantasy Magazine, 
and more. You can find him online at benjaminckinney.com or follow 
him on twitter or instagram as @BenCKinney.

He swears this is all true, even the monkeys and the Martians.

ASSISTANT EDITOR: Premee Mohamed (she/her)

Premee Mohamed is an Indo-Caribbean scientist and specula-
tive fiction author based in Edmonton, Alberta. She is the author 
of novels Beneath the Rising (finalist for Crawford Award, Aurora 
Award, British Fantasy Award, and Locus Award) and A Broken 
Darkness, and novellas These Lifeless Things, And What Can We Offer 
You Tonight, and The Annual Migration of Clouds. Her next novel, 
‘The Void Ascendant,’ is the final book in the Beneath the Rising 
trilogy and is due out in March 2022.

Her short fiction has appeared in many venues and she can be 
found on Twitter at @premeesaurus and on her website at www.
premeemohamed.com.

HOST: Tina Connolly (she/her)

Tina Connolly’s books include the Ironskin and Seriously Wicked 
series, and the collection On the Eyeball Floor. She has been a finalist for 
the Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy awards. She co-hosts Escape Pod, 
runs the Toasted Cake podcast, and is at tinaconnolly.com.

HOST: Alasdair Stuart (he/him)

http://benjaminckinney.com
http://www.premeemohamed.com.
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Alasdair Stuart is a professional enthusiast, pop culture analyst, writer 
and voice actor. He co-owns the Escape Artists podcasts and co-hosts 
both Escape Pod and PseudoPod.

Alasdair is an Audioverse Award winner, a multiple award final-
ist including the Hugo, the Ignyte, and the BFA, and has won the 
Karl Edward Wagner award twice. He writes the multiple-award 
nominated weekly pop culture newsletter THE FULL LID

Alasdair’s latest non-fiction is Through the Valley of Shadows, a 
deep-dive into the origins of Star Trek’s Captain Pike from Obverse 
Books. His game writing includes ENie-nominated work on the 
Doctor Who RPG and After The War from Genesis of Legend.

A frequent podcast guest, Alasdair also co-hosts Caring Into 
the Void with Brock Wilbur and Jordan Shiveley. His voice acting 
credits include the multiple-award winning The Magnus Archives, 
The Secret of St. Kilda, and many more.

Visit alasdairstuart.com for all the places he blogs, writes, 
streams, acts, and tweets.

AUDIO PRODUCER: Adam Pracht (he/him)

Adam Pracht lives in Kansas, but asks that you not hold that against 
him. He was the 2002 college recipient of the Robert F. Kennedy 
award for writing about the disadvantaged and has published a dis-
appointingly slim volume of short stories called “Frame Story: Seven 
Stories of Sci-Fi & Fantasy, Horror & Humor” which is available 
from Amazon as an e-Book or in paperback.

He’s been working on his second volume – “Schrödinger’s 
Zombie: Seven Weird and Wonderful Tales of the Undead” – 
since 2012 and successfully finished the first story. He hopes to 
complete it before he’s cremated and takes up permanent resi-
dence in an urn.

AUDIO PRODUCER: Summer Brooks (she/her)
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Summer BrooksSummer Brooks is a story addict who watches way 
too much television. She enjoys putting her encyclopedic knowledge 
to the test during discussions and interviews about scifi, horror and 
comics, and does so as the longtime host and producer of Slice of 
SciFi, and as co-host of The Babylon Podcast.
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StarShipSofa and Escape Pod, among others, and is an avid reader and 
writer of science fiction, fantasy and thrillers, with a handful of pub-
lishing credits to her name. Next on her agenda is writing an urban 
fantasy tale, and a monster movie creature feature or two.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Kevin Wabaunsee (he/him)

Kevin Wabaunsee is speculative fiction writer and a former news-
paper reporter on the health and medical beat. He is currently an 
editor and communications director at a university medical school, 
and is the managing editor for Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers 
of America (SFWA). He is a Prairie Band Potawatomi.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Phoebe Barton (she/her)

Phoebe BartonPhoebe Barton is a queer trans science fiction writer. 
Her short fiction has appeared in venues such as Analog, On Spec, and 
multiple anthologies. When not writing she focuses on her obsession 
with rail-based public transportation, occasional reviews of forgotten 
short speculative fiction works, and thriving in an indifferent cosmos.

She lives with a robot in the sky above Toronto and can be found 
at www.phoebebartonsf.com or on Twitter at @aphoebebarton.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: J. M. Coster (she/her)

http://www.phoebebartonsf.com
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J.M. Coster ( Jen) is an erstwhile MD turned speculative fiction writer 
and editor. She co-produces the game dev comedy podcast Coffee 
with Butterscotch and co-hosts the medicine in movies podcast Docs 
Watch. Currently, Jen lives in St. Louis, MO with her robomancer 
husband and recalcitrant cats. She likes creepy fairy tales, making 
robots do her work, and thinks ghost stories and food stories are not 
so dissimilar. She occasionally tweets at @jcalyst.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Langley Hyde (she/her)

Langley Hyde’s short stories have appeared in If This Goes On, 
Unidentified Funny Objects (vol. 6 &7), PodCastle, Terraform, and 
more. Her debut novel, Highfell Grimoires, was named a Best Book 
of 2014 in SF/Fantasy/Horror by Publishers Weekly.

Currently, Langley Hyde lives in the Pacific Northwest along 
with her partners and her two children.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Matthew Olivas (he/him)

Matthew Olivas is a Hispanic Science Fiction and Fantasy writer 
and member of the 2021 Clarion class who watches movies more 
than he reads books, but don’t worry he’s working on it. While 
currently only published in small literary magazines, he currently 
devotes his free time into completing his first novel.

Matt loves horror, creatures, monsters and anything Other. 
And probably spends too much time on Twitter talking about 
Transformers. #GhostClass

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Marcus Tsong (he/him)

Marcus Tsong is a longtime Dungeon Master and faithful servant of 
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the Fantasy and Horror Genre Gods. He has lived in Seattle, Boise, 
San Francisco, Madison, Portland OR, Shanghai, Brooklyn, and is 
aware this sounds like a Huey Lewis song. Currently he is working 
on a doorstop sized fantasy novel, and a collection of weird fiction.

He also moderates a novel writing workshop for the Brooklyn 
Speculative Fiction Writers Meetup group, and his story “Knowing 
You, Knowing Me” is available in Season One of BSFW’s podcast, 
the Kaleidocast.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Wil Ralston (he/him)

Wil Ralston is a voracious reader with a book a week goal, and 
co-host of the Just Keep Writing Podcast. When he’s not immersed 
in fiction, he works as a professional hair and makeup artist splitting 
time between NYC and LA. You can find him on instagram @wil-
sartrules and twitter @wil_ralston.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Sidd Krishnan (he/him)

Sidd Krishnan is a computer scientist specializing in AI and data 
science. He grew up on a steady diet of Asimov, Herbert, Clarke 
– typically yellowing paperbacks that he would get access to at his 
local library in Madras, India. Presently, in an effort to broaden pub-
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futurism and recent advances in artificial intelligence.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Bria Strothers (she/they)

Bria Strothers is an educator, amateur DJ, orator, and sonic storyteller 
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based in the Bronx, NY. Her current work involves blending specula-
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When he’s not writing about gods and androids and alternate 
histories, he can be found pretending to be an undergraduate of 
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Keys, Baffling Magazine, Eye To The Telescope and elsewhere. He lives 
in Lagos, Nigeria with his family and an imaginary cat.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Karlo Yeager Rodriguez
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